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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The old SMOD thread was losing steam, so I decided to create a brand new thread for this brilliant mod, containing
everything you need to know from weapons to console commands.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- This section will contain eveything you need to know about SMOD itself, not the features.

SMOD Site:
- http://www.geocities.jp/faster_down/smod_bak/

Current Version:
- 36b

- This section will tell you what weapons are in the current version.

- Crowbar
- Gravity Gun
- Physgun
- Gordon's Magical Stick
- Strider Cannon
- Shovel
- 9MM Pistol
- .357 Magnum
- Flare Gun
- Alyx Gun
- SMG
- Pulse Rifle
- Gauss Gun
- Laser Rifle
- AK-47
- Mauser Rifle
- Grease Gun
- Airboat gun
- Heckler Koch MP5
- Shotgun
- Crossbow
- Scissors
- UMD Spin Fusor
- Dragunova Sniper Rifle
- Grenade
- RPG
- Stuff Launcher
- Sweeeeeet Banana
- Motion Sensor
- Stick Bomb
- Singularity Generator ( Gravity Grenade)
- Pheropod
- Bug Spawner

Two more weapons can be aquired either by setting your computer to Christmas day or that Japenese Holiday day
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thing.Or if your lazy, just type:

give weapon_gcrowbar (The Golden Crowbar - Christmas Day)

give weapon_soy (Box of soybeans - Japenese Holiday)

- This section will tell you about the main features of SMOD.

The Features:

Important: Make sure you have "sv_cheats 1" set in the console, otherwise some of these features will not work.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bullet-time: A simple press of a button will warp you into bullet-time, giving you an 'edge' in the midst of a fire-
fight.

Note: Bullet-time has to be set to a key in the 'Options menu'.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gordon-kick: A press of a button will make Gordon whip out his leg 'Karate style' against a foe that needs his ass
kicked, literally.

Note: Yet again, it needs to be set to a key in the 'Options Menu'.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ironsight: Bored of using the crosshairs?, if so, a simple press of a button will put you down the sight of the weapon
you are holding.

Note: As before, it needs to be set to a key in the 'Options Menu'. Ironsight will only work on certain weapons.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Drop Weapon: A simple press of a button will allow you to currently drop the weapon you are holding.

Note: This function also needs to be set to a key in the 'Options Menu'.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- This section will tell you all the console commands for SMOD.

- Character/NPC Spawn Commands

*npc_create_equipment weapon_(weaponame);npc_create npc_(NPC name) - makes the npc's spawn with
weapons*
npc_create npc_f_kreiner - Creates friendly kleiner
npc_create npc_f_combine - Creates friendly combine
npc_create npc_f_monk - Creates a friendly Monk
npc_create npc_f_turret_floor - Creates friendly turret
npc_create npc_alyx - Creates Alyx
npc_create npc_antlion - Creates Antlion
npc_create npc_barnacle - Creates Barnacle
npc_create npc_barney - Creates Barney
npc_create npc_breen - Creates Breen
npc_create npc_combine_ace - Creates Green Jumping Combine
npc_create npc_combine_s - Creates Regular Combine
npc_create npc_combine_e - Creates Faster and stronger Combine Elite
npc_create npc_combine_c - Creates Cool Cloaked Combine
npc_create npc_combinedropship - Creates Combine dropship
npc_create npc_combinegunship - Creates Combine Gunship
npc_create npc_dog - Creates Dog
npc_create npc_fastzombie - Creates fast zombie
npc_create npc_headcrab_poison - Creates Poisen Headcrab 
npc_create npc_headcrab_black - Creates black Headcrab 
npc_create npc_headcrab_fast - Creates fast Headcrab
npc_create npc_houndeye - houndeye from HL1
npc_create npc_kscanner - Creates scanner with lasers
npc_create npc_manhack - Creates Manhack
npc_create npc_pigeon - Creates Pigeon
npc_create npc_poisenzombie - Creates Poisen zombie
npc_create npc_rollermine - Creates rollermine
npc_create npc_stalker - creates working stalker
npc_create npc_strider - Creates Strider
npc_create npc_vortigaunt - Creates vortigaunt
npc_create npc_zombie - Creates Zombie

- Gore Modifiers

bloodpool - blood spreads on water surface
exec gore_hl2 - Regular Half Life 2 blood
exec gore_none - No Blood
exec gore_smod - SMOD level blood
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moregore - Adds Extra Gore
nogore - no gore at all
npc_togib 0 - Turns Gibs Off

- Graphic Modifiers

cl_drawhud 0 - removes the HUD
exec performance_highspec - Allows for bullet Trails
exec screeneffect_~ - creates new screen effect
exec ragdoll_hl2 - Half Life 2 Ragdolls
exec ragdoll_funny - Ragdolls that spin across the room
exec ragdoll_smod - SMOD level ragdolls. Twitching and lower gravity
mat_yuv 1 - Black and White mode
r_increaseparticles - Increases the number of particles
r_motionblur 1 - turns on motion blur
r_motionblur_max - maxs out the motion blur
r_btscreffect - bulletime creates new effect
r_zoomlenseffect - new lens zoom effect
smod_dynamiclight_disable - Disables Smod's dynamic lighting

- Misc Commands

god - Infinite Health
ignore_ragdollmanager - Allows infinite ragdolls
impulse 95 - spawns bowling pins on crosshair / bowling ball below you
impulse 96 - deletes bownling pins / balls
itemcrate_jackintheboxmode - Box's might contain headcrabs
sv_cheats 1 - Turns Cheats on
sv_infinite_aux_power 1 - Infinite Armour
sv_unlockedchapters - Unlocks all chapters

- NPC Modifiers

ai_disable - Disables AI
combine_hasgrenade - allows the combine to have grenades
exec level_smod - Combine with riot shields and new guns
enemies_useshield - enemies use, or don't use shields
notarget - NPCs will not shoot you
npc_speedmultiplier - Speeds up/slows down the NPCs
npc_hate_gordon - NPC goes aggressive against player
npc_randomize_weapon - randomizes NPCs weapon

- Weapon Modifiers

give weapon_gcrowbar - Gives you the golden crowbar
infinityammo - Infinite Ammo
impulse 101 - Full Ammo and all weapons
kick_gappoiball - Kicking creates the NPC energy ball
weapon_alyxgun_firerate 0.01 - Superfast Alyx fire rate
weapon_smg_firerate 0.01 - Superfast SMG fire rate
weapon_crossbow_fastshoot - Faster crossbow shooting rate
weapon_crossbow_forcesticky - Crossbow nails ragdoll to objects

- This section contains some of my favourite SMOD videos from the previos thread, don't forget to PM me your
SMOD videos and I'll add them to the main page of this thread!

Arsonist's "SMOD Weapon Showcase":
[media]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UB8LT9zyYEo[/media]

Jayd Saurdo's "Combine Fireworks":
[media]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iI6E8sRhZbQ[/media]

mugofdoom's "Ravenholm Blitz":
[media]http://youtube.com/watch?v=op6CUBHy32w[/media]

- This section contains all the 'misc' bits about SMOD.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The soybeans that you throw from the Sowbean weapon are edible, and for evey one you eat you gain 1hp.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
When you have blown the enemy into pieces, you can eat the gibs/remains and gain 1hp for every piece you eat.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you equip the shovel, look down, jump and begin swinging straight after you begin to fly.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The crowbar now has a secondary funtion, when you right-click you can throw the crowbar.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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- This section contains maps that members have contributed and maps that play well on SMOD.

CombineOnslaught:

http://uk.gamespot.com/pages/gamespa...6650&mode=maps

"This single-player map for Half-Life 2 takes place in a lone house with several rebel defenders as wave after wave
of Combine soldiers invade your position. You have an entire aresenal at your disposal, including several explosive
barrels to chuck at them. Defend your position well, or you'll be overrun in no time."

I hope you find this new SMOD thread useful.
- Please don't let it die.

If you notice anything wrong with the thread, please state, and I'll correct it.

Don't forget, if there is anything you want to contribute to the main page, PM your maps/cfgs and videos and I'll add
them!

Enjoy!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

The first part of the video is frikin awesome!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Oh my god. That looks like the shit man! Does it have multiplayer or HL2 coop?

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Its just SP.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Wow, that is possibly the most violent Hl2 mod I've seen yet, and that looks awsome. The banana grenade
especially got my attention. looks nice.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

1 of the things I love most is the improved particle effect shoot the ground up and it creates a dust cloud like FEAR 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Japanese people fucking rock!
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Reply

  11/09/05

If my Steam was working right now I'd download this in a heartbeat.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Just got threw playing it and 2 words sum it up.

Holy Shit!

Theres so many weapons to pick from! And tons of ways to kill people. My favorite is probably the UMD launcher, its
a psp that spits out UMDs :P

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Downloading right now 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

This is my kind of mod! Going to go play it now.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I saw the video, I can't wait to try it out. Is it just one map, or the whole SP?

I loved the kick idea. Fear style...sort of.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

It has a warning on the website but I don't understand the stuff under it hehe. Oh well, I'm willing to take the
chance.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I just played it... wow is all I have to say. Possibley better -dare I say it- than gmod in some respects.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

It doesnt have any maps with it you can play any map in your hl2/maps.
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  Post #20

  

  Post #21

  

  Post #22

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Awesome! gm_orbit, here I come! Super kicked into deep space!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by kenny:

It has a warning on the website but I don't understand the stuff under it hehe. Oh well, I'm willing to take the chance.

It is probably some shit about the gore or something.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

If the warp bullet time effects arent showing for you guys type this into the console when you are playing "exec
performance_highspec" without the ""s.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Holy Hell! That mod looks awesome! I'm gonna download it tomorrow, (after parents are at work)It looks like it
kicks fucking ass! Nice find!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by TheBlackViper:

It is probably some shit about the gore or something.

Nope, it says this.

WARNING
Because the disk space of the server reaches to the limit,
Very old ones were deleted.

I translated the site.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

That look fucking awesome, this is the only mod for Half Life 2 I've downloaded except for garrys mod. Can't wait to
try it!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

Nope, it says this.
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5196 Smartness 

Hoga 
Gold Member

Oct 2005 
5480 Smartness 

TheBlackViper 
Gold Member
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Forever (post)
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5196 Smartness 

Jester100 
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5000 Smartness 

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4996 Smartness 

DogÂ§Paddle 

Jun 2005 
5071 Smartness 

NickJames 

Oct 2005 
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  Post #28

  

WARNING
Because the disk space of the server reaches to the limit,
Very old ones were deleted.

I translated the site.

Spencer, could you PLEASE translate the readme.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

Spencer, could you PLEASE translate the readme.

You can use babelfish.

I also like the Postal 2 elements.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Interesting. At the bottom of the readme, it has the copyrights for LUA.

In other news, THIS MOD FRIGGIN KICKS ARSE!

Edit: This mod would be 10x better if it were to be implemented into GMod.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I love the weapons! The Hello Kitty wand rocks.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

You can use babelfish.

I also like the Postal 2 elements.

I dont have the japanese language pack installed though  And I cant install it because its on my Windows XP CD
which I lost.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

What map were you on when you made the video? Also, post a link to it please.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I haven't seen the video, but your posts alone have convinced me

Bring on the badass-ness...

 

Reply
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ArchitectX 
Gold Member

May 2005 
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  Post #34

  

  Post #35

  

  Post #36

  11/09/05

I recommend syn_burlybrawl for testing weapons, you can grab it from the synergy mod, I will see if I can upload it
seprately later.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I like so far:
Kicking
Shovel(WHAM!)
UMD launcher
Scissors
And the strider cannon.

The cannon has it's effects, though. It can delete anything that's prop_dynamic/static, almost.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I just played through ravenholm, and holy shit, thats amazing. It has an almost overwhelming weapon inventory at
first look, and the extra gibs and particles make it extra awesome. I couldn't get the slow mo to work though, when
I entered it, it drained my aux power and nothing happens.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

sv_infinite_aux_power 1 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Whacking zombies with the shovel is ultra fun.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

It won't let me download it. 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Gore fest!

S stands for SUPERMOD!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

hmm I played it on gm_construct but I only know how to spawn a Strider... how do i Spawn other enemies?
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Septic 
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GUN 
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I tried give npc_combine but the game crashed

 
Reply

  11/09/05

If somebody could transport some of these things into some highly complex yet highly badass Lua script I would
bear their children...

 

Reply

  11/09/05

i really love the blood effects but the gibs are alittle too big and brightly colored.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

So insanely awesome.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Great, except Rapidshare wont let me download, I need a mirror, can someone help me?

 

Reply
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 Thread Tools

  11/09/05

The gibs are from Half Life 1, and you can eat them for extra health

Alyx Gun rocks

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Templar89:

Great, except Rapidshare wont let me download, I need a mirror, can someone help me?

Just download it from the website. It's really fast. Scroll down until you see the "v#".

 
Reply

  11/09/05

this looks fucking awsome. Can you use this in regular single levels?

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Yep, but you need to use impulse 101 to get all the weapons.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I'm glad I can read the webpage (Japanese person here.) Kinda too lazy to translate, sorry buds.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I love this mod, the shovel, scissors, kicking etc... all the Postal 2 style weapons own.

I made a crappy video here: http://media.putfile.com/smodvid2
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Reply

  11/09/05

Another little trick: alt fire with the crowbar makes you throw it. It gives off a yellow light so you can pick it up again
easily.

I was messing around in prison levels and noticed that the maker(s) added some almost invisble combine guys, and
that there were greenish super combines that could jump really high o.o. Of course, these guys carried all the
special weapons. Maybe I'll try starting from the begining and see how it plays.

Hard to say what my favorite weapon would be. It'd be a tie between the Strider gun and the wand (Semiauto alex
gun + slow-mo isn't bad either).

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I just like going along in the first chapter killing any civilian I see with the shovel. Fucking awsome mod. Also, are
you guys using npc_spawn npc_combine? because the game crashes every time I do that.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

npc_combine crashes use npc_combine_s.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Thanks!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

This mod kicks so much ass! 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

excuse me how do you play gm_construct with this mod???

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Put gm_construct.bsp into your hl2 map folder. Then, in smod type changelevel gm_construct.bsp. At least that's
how I did it.

 

Reply

  11/09/05
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  Post #59
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  Post #61

Pics anyone?

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Kicks so much ass!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by YoMother:

Pics anyone?

Damn good effects.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

It's fun! Anyone knows how to enable this matrix-like refraction bullet trails? I have only orage sprites as trails...
I WANT THESE SHADERS! how to enable them pleeeaseee..

 

Reply

  11/09/05

exec performance_highspec

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Thanks! I'll try this.

Now something strange happened! Bullettime doesn't work... Bullets are 3d and leave trails but timescale stays the
same so there's no slow-motion... How to fix this? I tried some execs, defaults and even deleted the whole mod and
reinstalled it but it didn't help :/ !

edit: Everything is ok now. Don't know why.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Hmmm my bullet time works but the bullets dont have those Matrix effects its just plain white sprites!!! and yes I
typed exec performance_highspec...
I dont know if its my video card...

Wait a sec... If this mod is in LUA, it may be possible, not to join, but to blend smod and Gmod, the weapons and
the new sprites Kick Major Ass... and gmod is pretty good at construction and NPC spawning...

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Found the link... (duh!)
(By the way, garry's mod is the coolest hl2 mod ever created!)
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  Post #68

  

That mod looks awesome!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

This looks awesome.

Downloading.

Bullettime looks like... oh my.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

The shovel is my favorite. KABAM!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

really nice mod looks great , wana beat a combine like that ^^  *downloading*

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I finally found my XP CD and installed the language packs but it wont translate my document into japanese font.
Could someone with working fonts translate the readme at http://babelfish.altavista.com/ Theres alot of commands
in there that I want to figure out.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

YAY!!! Now i can kick ass (literally) again like in Duke 3D !

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Hey. i d/loaded it extracted it restarted steam, but i still can't see it!
help please
thanks

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Diskless:

YAY!!! Now i can k ick ass (literally) again like in Duke 3D !

All we need is some highrise city maps with some pig models and we got Duke Nukem Forever! And of course
korins stuck to the wall in every map with some alien goo.

 
Reply
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  Post #75

  

  Post #76

  11/09/05

HOLY CRAP! Eventually! Bullets dont hurt you before they hit. I thought this couldn't be changed and was hard
coded. 

Smod + Gmod = Awsomness!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Hmm, bullet time does nothing for me, anyone know why this might be?

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Cheeez:

Hmm, bullet time does nothing for me, anyone know why this might be?

Me neither. I just assumed it was my crappy gfx card.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Cheeez:

Hmm, bullet time does nothing for me, anyone know why this might be?

Did you assign it to a key?

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Yes, it flashes and the sound goes, but there is no effect in bullet time mode.

Originally  Posted by ortzinator:

Me neither. I just assumed it was my crappy gfx card.

I'm on a 6800 so it's not to do with that.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Hey. i d/loaded it extracted it restarted steam, but i still can't see it!
help please
thanks

I know i'e already posted this but i really want to play it but i cant becasue of the above can any one hwlp me?

 
Reply

  11/09/05

so this is for halflife 2 eh, :P i just spent the last half hour trying to get it to work on gmod lol :P but anyway great
mod.

 

Reply

  11/09/05
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Originally  Posted by D3A7H:

so this is for halflife 2 eh, :P

The blood looks like that as in SOF2..

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Looks just like FEAR. I'll give it a try though, because FEAR is great! 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Diskless:

The blood looks like that as in SOF2..

If you mean the SOF2 dismemberment mod, yes I think its from it. Though ive seen the same blood used in alot of
game mods such as StarWars JK2 dismemberment mod and alot of others.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

I did not make this mod I just found it the website is in japanese so If you know how to read it or just want to look at a bunch of ???'s then go
here http://www.geocities.jp/faster_down/smod_bak/ .

Now to the mod It has bullet time no not a simple slow down the game effect it has matrix sty le bullet ripples that distort the area around them
you can actually  see the bullets fly ing at you also explosions have the ripple effect like FEAR. It has a ton of fun and wacky weapon to banana
bombs to a PSP UMD shooter.

The site that the download link is very slow like 30kb a second so here's a rapidshare mirror

http://************de/files/7375395/smod32.zip.html

If you want to see some of the cool features check out this v ideo I made.

http://media.putfile.com/Smod-Video/640

How do you transfer maps to smod???

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Ths mod is really awesome! Just loaded the construct and messed around a bit! I can recommend this mod!

Oh and stealthkilla, put the map you want into SteamApps/sourcemods/smod/maps.

 

Reply
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 Thread Tools

  11/09/05

This mod looks bloody cool.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

My smod dosn't work PLEASE HELP ME
i've extracted it into sourcemods folder restarted steam, BUT IT'S NO THERE! 

what am i doing wrong?
Help please.
thanks

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by tob:

My smod dosn't work PLEASE HELP ME
i've extracted it into sourcemods folder restarted steam, BUT IT'S NO THERE! 

what am i doing wrong?
Help please.
thanks

Take a screenshot of the smod folder in the SourceMods folder, and take a screenshot of your games list in Steam.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by ortzinator:

Take a screenshot of the smod folder in the SourceMods folder, and take a screenshot of your games list in Steam.

I have the same problems too 

Pics:

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by tob:

My smod dosn't work PLEASE HELP ME
i've extracted it into sourcemods folder restarted steam, BUT IT'S NO THERE!

what am i doing wrong?
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Help please.
thanks

That happened to me the first time, restart Steam again... I did like three times 

exec performance_highspec -- this is for enabling Bullet Time
sv_infinite_aux_power 1 -- Infinte HEV aux power (Bullet Time drains that shit)

**Minerva ROCKS!!!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Just played it and...wow! But I tried to spawn an NPC and it crashed 

But just imagine everthing in smod combined with gmod, now that really would be unquestionably the best HL2 mod
ever!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by petieng:

Just played it and...wow! But I tried to spawn an NPC and it crashed 

But just imagine everthing in smod combined with gmod, now that really  would be unquestionably the best HL2 mod ever!

Try "give npc_combine_s"

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Okay. now i don;t need to post the pics. i'll try what GUN says. if that dosn't work, well it's another good mod down
the drain for me.

i'm on about restart no. 5 still no luck 

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by GUN:

That happened to me the first time, restart Steam again... I did like three times 

exec performance_highspec -- this is for enabling Bullet Time
sv_infinite_aux_power 1 -- Infinte HEV aux power (Bullet Time drains that shit)

**Minerva ROCKS!!!

Nah still not working for me..

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Just played it. HAHAHAHAHA! That game is awesome. I love the Strider Gun!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Now that I got Steam working again it's time to kick ass and chew bubblegum, and I'm all out of bubblegum.
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  Post #98

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by tob:

Okay. now i don;t need to post the pics. i'll try  what GUN says. if that dosn't work, well it's another good mod down the drain for me

If you miss this mod, I will feel very sorry for you

 
Reply

  11/09/05

For npc's I bind them to keys like this

bind "b" "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_combine_s"

then I can just change the NPC or weapon and its only a key press insted of spawning them with the console.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Nutter:

Nah still not work ing for me..

Try downloading again, If you want to play it.

Its fucking awesome, downlaod it again

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

For npc's I bind them to keys like this

bind "b" "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_combine_s"

then I can just change the NPC or weapon and its only a key press insted of spawning them with the console.

Woah, I didn't knew that, thanks 

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I love the magic stick!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

What would the name bE?

LOST COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES I'VE RESTARTED STEAM AND IT STILL DOSN@T WORK!

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by tob:

What would the name bE?

What??

 
Reply

  11/09/05
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GUN 
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5062 Smartness 

tob 
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  Post #105

Forget it i've finally found it. i was looking for just plain SMOD but it's called HALF LIFE 2 SMOD!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

EDIT: Nevermind I got it to work 

 

Reply

  11/09/05

How do I get access to all the weapons?

 

Reply

  11/09/05

DesEagle type impulse 101 in console.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

sv_cheats 1

Impulse 101

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by DesEagle:

How do I get access to all the weapons?

In console:

sv_cheats 1

then 

impulse 101

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Im putting together a small starter pack with easy bullettime script and an awsome fun map to test out all the
weapons.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Well, smod IS funny!
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  Post #111

Reply

  11/09/05

a yeah,

exec ragdoll_funny

exec ragdoll_real
exec ragdoll_hl2
exec ragdoll_smod

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Here you go.

http://************de/files/7411313/S...rPack.rar.html

To use, just extract to your smod folder, open up the cfg folder and then open the bullettime.cfg and edit the key to
use for bullettime. 

Then start up the game, type in console map syn_burlybrawl and then once in the map, type exec test
then type noclip and fly over to the center of the map and then noclip again, because for some reason the spawn
point is bugged and spawns you under the map. If you want god mode just type god in console.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

Here you go.

http://************de/files/7411313/S...rPack.rar.html

To use, just extract to your smod folder, open up the cfg folder and then open the bullettime.cfg and edit the key to use for bullettime. 

Then start up the game, type in console map syn_burlybrawl and then once in the map, type exec test
then type noclip and fly  over to the center of the map and then noclip again, because for some reason the spawn point is bugged and spawns
you under the map. If you want god mode just type god in console.

nice, I just need to get home, after work... after school.

...damn

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I love japaneese people!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Its worth a download, syn_burlybrawl is the best weapon testing map ever! It takes place in the matrix reloaded
movie scene where neo fights 100s of Smith's. The creator is working on smith models aswell to use.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Sorry if I sound a bit of an idiot here, But how do you bind a key to bullettime?
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  Post #118
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Reply

  11/09/05

Wow dude, i never seen anything like this! Awesome mod! Downloading now.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Nutter:

Sorry if I sound a bit of an idiot here, But how do you bind a key to bullettime?

Options menu?

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by Nutter:

Sorry if I sound a bit of an idiot here, But how do you bind a key to bullettime?

no idea, i dont know how i bind a key to a code... just an event.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Some one must check the LUA scripts (I suck at LUA) to see if there is a way to implenet some thingies of this mod
into Gmod, I just love consructing shit at gmod, and I love to blow shit up at Smod

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Its a barrel of fun!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

I don't recall having so much fun since I installed JBmod (Physgun ragdoll bowling anyone?). Great find.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

If slow-mo doesn't work, make sure to turn cheats on.

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by peabody624:

If slow-mo doesn't work, make sure to turn cheats on.
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If slow-mo doesn't work, make sure to turn cheats on.

ejem... its "exec performance_highspec" in console

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

Its a barrel of fun!

What USP Match Pistol is that??

 
Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by GUN:

ejem... its "exec performance_highspec" in console

What USP Match Pistol is that??

No, exec performence_highspec makes the trails and stuff look better, YOU NEED CHEATS ON TO USE SLOW
MOTION!

 
Reply
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 Thread Tools

  11/09/05

HOLY CRAP THATS GORY!

My favorite!

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Originally  Posted by GUN:

ejem... its "exec performance_highspec" in console

What USP Match Pistol is that??

Dont know, I found it at some website called clan of the dead goat or something.

 
Reply

  11/09/05

I downloaded but where do I extract it to? the readme is in chinese or Japenese I don't know

 

Reply

  11/09/05

Holy sweet mother of pearl. This mod looks awsome! Downloading right away 

 

Reply

  11/10/05

This is pure awsome! Thanks for the find!

 

Reply

  11/10/05

That's awesome!
I must get some of that stuff into GMOD...
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  Post #132

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Try this guys:
npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; npc_create npc_combine_ace

It creates a green jumping combine that has an AK47.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

Try this guys:
npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; npc_create npc_combine_ace

It creates a green jumping combine that has an AK47.

Hahahah great find!

 
Reply

  11/10/05

http://beavasoft.com/mrsteak63/smod/smod32.zip

I made a Smod mirror, but I'm not leaving it up for long, use it while you can. Don't kill my server please.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

It's an ok mod, but nothing more than adding a few new weapons and bullettime. I'm not that impressed, but it's
fun to look at.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by Enishi:

It's an ok mod, but nothing more than adding a few new weapons and bullettime. I'm not that impressed, but it's fun to look at.

Are you kidding?
It has advanced realistic bullettime
Alot of new weapons.
Gore and gibbing.
And better ragdoll physics. How can you not be impressed, ive never seen a mod that can compare to this.

 
Reply

  11/10/05

I just extract the mod to the sourcemods folder right?
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  Post #139

Reply

  11/10/05

Yes.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

I seem to have obtained he HL2 studering bug  It nly happens in single player in smod. Did I instal it wrong?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

Are you k idding?
It has advanced realistic bullettime
Alot of new weapons.
Gore and gibbing.
And better ragdoll physics. How can you not be impressed, ive never seen a mod that can compare to this.

Dont forget the new npcs!

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by hoga:

I seem to have obtained he HL2 studering bug  It nly  happens in single player in smod. Did I instal it wrong?

No, its called shitty valve updates. I cant even play the entire HL2 campaign without updating my drivers and then
getting a gay crash bug every 2 minutes.

 
Reply

  11/10/05

My movie: http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.avi

 

Reply

  11/10/05

So I can actually download this?
If so, can someone give me the link?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Some info:
Pressing use while aiming at the gibs will let you eat them, giving you extra (Up to 200) health. 
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  Post #146

A good show-off kill:
Grab a barrel or heavy object (blocks work well) using the use key, toss it in the air, then quickly go into bullet-time
and kick it at you enemy. Awesome death and sometimes gibs, so you can eat the flesh!

 
Reply

  11/10/05

Also, try using the object launch and right click on an object to enabe it to be shot. You can shoot almost ANYTHING.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by Machina:

Some info:
Pressing use while aiming at the gibs will let you eat them, giv ing you extra (Up to 200) health. 

A good show-off k ill:
Grab a barrel or heavy object (blocks work well) using the use key, toss it in the air, then quick ly  go into bullet-time and k ick it at you enemy.
Awesome death and sometimes gibs, so you can eat the flesh!

Also, there are little sushi things on Kliners desk underneath the big magnifying glass. Those are edible to!

 
Reply

  11/10/05

With the stuff launcher, "eat" a combine with the right click, the fire it, you will now have an allied combine

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by peabody624:

A lso, try  using the object launch and right click on an object to enabe it to be shot. You can shoot almost ANYTHING.

I love that gun, I wish it was in Gmod.(Minge Attack!:goon

 
Reply

  11/10/05

This mod brought back fond memories of the RPG object spawner from older GMod versions. That gun was alot of
fun.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Hey Peabody, that link just leads to a song, I don't think anyone else can see the movie...

 

Reply

  11/10/05
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Oops, here is the video. http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.avi

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Does anyone have a complete list of the new npcs I can spawn in Smod?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

With the stuff launcher you can also launch friendly striders!

 

Reply

  11/10/05

has anyone tried using the sticky bomb and putting a bunch of bombs on the side of an airboat and then detonating
the bombs while using bullet-time?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

The alt-fire of the antlion spawner is an antlion guard. And when he hits now they have a 50/50 chance of gibbing,
this makes it much more entertaining.

 

Reply

  11/10/05

you can mod the speed of your bullets and the enemies' bullets in Bulletime.cfg in CFG folder

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Can someone release a translated version of the both of the text files that came in the zip?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

there is a readme in English somewhere in the smod folder, i don't remeber in what folder...

 

Reply

  11/10/05
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Anyone know the commands to get the physgun (bluebeam gun)to lift the heaviest things possible and to have the
least amount of give?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

is it just me, or does the secondary fire on the psp do nothing?

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by TacoMan12:

is it just me, or does the secondary fire on the psp do nothing?

It's a joke relating to the sticky square button problem in PSP's.

 
Reply

  11/10/05

It's a joke relating to the sticky square button problem in PSP's.

Hahaha...

Also, holding down or repeatedly pressing right mouse button with it seems to crash my game.

 
Reply

  11/10/05

Originally  Posted by GUN:

you can mod the speed of your bullets and the enemies' bullets in Bulletime.cfg in CFG folder

That's really fun. you can run around your bullets. 

 
Reply

  11/10/05

my comp wont display those matrix-esque bullet trails  all it shows is the blue traser thigns and yes i did use
highspec command

 

Reply

  11/10/05

Then your video card/PC sucks.

 

Reply
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HOLY CRAP THATS GORY!

My favorite!
 

  11/09/05
NickJames 
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5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by GUN:

ejem... its "exec performance_highspec" in console

What USP Match Pistol is that??

Dont know, I found it at some website called clan of the dead goat or something.
 

  11/09/05

maniac 
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5297 Smartness 

I downloaded but where do I extract it to? the readme is in chinese or Japenese I don't know
 

  11/09/05

Cl0ud 
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5143 Smartness 

Holy sweet mother of pearl. This mod looks awsome! Downloading right away 
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sharpshark28 
Gold Member
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This is pure awsome! Thanks for the find!
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  11/10/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

That's awesome!
I must get some of that stuff into GMOD...
 

  11/10/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Try this guys:
npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; npc_create npc_combine_ace

It creates a green jumping combine that has an AK47.
 

  11/10/05

Kenny 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5505 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

Try this guys:
npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; npc_create npc_combine_ace

It creates a green jumping combine that has an AK47.

Hahahah great find!
 

  11/10/05

MrSteak63 

HATES ALL BLACK PEOPLE BECAUSE BLACK PEOPLE ARE RACIST

Jul 2005 
3561 Smartness 

http://beavasoft.com/mrsteak63/smod/smod32.zip

I made a Smod mirror, but I'm not leaving it up for long, use it while you can. Don't kill my server please.
 

  11/10/05

Enishi 

Jun 2005 
5172 Smartness 

It's an ok mod, but nothing more than adding a few new weapons and bullettime. I'm not that impressed, but it's fun to look at.
 

  11/10/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enishi:

It's an ok mod, but nothing more than adding a few new weapons and bullettime. I'm not that impressed, but it's fun to look at.

Are you kidding?
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It has advanced realistic bullettime
Alot of new weapons.
Gore and gibbing.
And better ragdoll physics. How can you not be impressed, ive never seen a mod that can compare to this.
 

  11/10/05

Pvt. Ryan 

Feb 2005 
6025 Smartness 

I just extract the mod to the sourcemods folder right?
 

  11/10/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Yes.
 

  11/10/05

Hoga 
Gold Member

Oct 2005 
5439 Smartness 

I seem to have obtained he HL2 studering bug  It nly happens in single player in smod. Did I instal it wrong?
 

  11/10/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

Are you k idding?
It has advanced realistic bullettime
Alot of new weapons.
Gore and gibbing.
And better ragdoll physics. How can you not be impressed, ive never seen a mod that can compare to this.

Dont forget the new npcs!
 

  11/10/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by hoga:

I seem to have obtained he HL2 studering bug  It nly  happens in single player in smod. Did I instal it wrong?

No, its called shitty valve updates. I cant even play the entire HL2 campaign without updating my drivers and then getting a gay crash bug every 2
minutes.
 

  11/10/05

peabody624 
Gold Member
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Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

My movie: http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.avi
 

  11/10/05

Incubus73 

Jun 2005 
5041 Smartness 

So I can actually download this?
If so, can someone give me the link?
 

  11/10/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Some info:
Pressing use while aiming at the gibs will let you eat them, giving you extra (Up to 200) health. 

A good show-off kill:
Grab a barrel or heavy object (blocks work well) using the use key, toss it in the air, then quickly go into bullet-time and kick it at you enemy.
Awesome death and sometimes gibs, so you can eat the flesh!
 

  11/10/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Also, try using the object launch and right click on an object to enabe it to be shot. You can shoot almost ANYTHING.
 

  11/10/05

Hoga 
Gold Member

Oct 2005 
5439 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

Some info:
Pressing use while aiming at the gibs will let you eat them, giv ing you extra (Up to 200) health. 

A good show-off k ill:
Grab a barrel or heavy object (blocks work well) using the use key, toss it in the air, then quick ly  go into bullet-time and k ick it at you enemy. Awesome death and sometimes gibs,
so you can eat the flesh!

Also, there are little sushi things on Kliners desk underneath the big magnifying glass. Those are edible to!
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

With the stuff launcher, "eat" a combine with the right click, the fire it, you will now have an allied combine
 

  11/10/05

12% Iron 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5035 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by peabody624:

A lso, try  using the object launch and right click on an object to enabe it to be shot. You can shoot almost ANYTHING.

I love that gun, I wish it was in Gmod.(Minge Attack!:goon
 

  11/10/05

Bignut_Squirrel 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5971 Smartness 

This mod brought back fond memories of the RPG object spawner from older GMod versions. That gun was alot of fun.
 

  11/10/05
Jester100 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Hey Peabody, that link just leads to a song, I don't think anyone else can see the movie...
 

  11/10/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Oops, here is the video. http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.avi
 

  11/10/05

T_T crai2 
Gold Member

Aug 2005 
5012 Smartness 

Does anyone have a complete list of the new npcs I can spawn in Smod?
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

With the stuff launcher you can also launch friendly striders!
 

  11/10/05

stryker7 

Sep 2005 
5086 Smartness 

has anyone tried using the sticky bomb and putting a bunch of bombs on the side of an airboat and then detonating the bombs while using bullet-
time?
 

  11/10/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

The alt-fire of the antlion spawner is an antlion guard. And when he hits now they have a 50/50 chance of gibbing, this makes it much more
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  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

you can mod the speed of your bullets and the enemies' bullets in Bulletime.cfg in CFG folder
 

  11/10/05
HeadshotDCS 

Apr 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Can someone release a translated version of the both of the text files that came in the zip?
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

there is a readme in English somewhere in the smod folder, i don't remeber in what folder...
 

  11/10/05

kh0rn3 
Gold Member

Aug 2005 
4021 Smartness 

Anyone know the commands to get the physgun (bluebeam gun)to lift the heaviest things possible and to have the least amount of give?
 

  11/10/05

TacoMan12 

Oct 2005 
5020 Smartness 

is it just me, or does the secondary fire on the psp do nothing?
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by TacoMan12:

is it just me, or does the secondary fire on the psp do nothing?
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It's a joke relating to the sticky square button problem in PSP's.
 

  11/10/05

Jebus 

Jan 2005 
5294 Smartness 

It's a joke relating to the sticky square button problem in PSP's.

Hahaha...

Also, holding down or repeatedly pressing right mouse button with it seems to crash my game.
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by GUN:

you can mod the speed of your bullets and the enemies' bullets in Bulletime.cfg in CFG folder

That's really fun. you can run around your bullets. 

 
  11/10/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

my comp wont display those matrix-esque bullet trails  all it shows is the blue traser thigns and yes i did use highspec command
 

  11/10/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Then your video card/PC sucks.
 

  11/10/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

yeah iv got an mx440
 

  11/10/05

12% Iron 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5035 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by some guy:

yeah iv  got an mx440

Ouch...
 

  11/10/05
srag 

Feb 2005 
5000 Smartness 
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98% Downloaded...
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Well, I suddenly sparked an idea! We did it before Hl2DM, we can do it now!
I suppose there would be a way for me to make a server in SMOD, anyone interested?
 

  11/10/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

Coun't me in!
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by chunkymonkey:

Coun't me in!

Okay, let me try to figure this out first, I gotta adjust the options for it and stuff. I'll post the IP and instructions on how to get there if you need
them. 
 

  11/10/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

Ok. Good luck on this, should be fun if it works.
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by shotgunmaniac:

Okay, let me try to figure this out first, I gotta adjust the options for it and stuff. I'll post the IP and instructions on how to get there if you need them. 

Can't wait. Pm me if you get it working.
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by chunkymonkey:

Ok. Good luck on this, should be fun if it works.

Okay, the IP is 127.0.0.1:27015
Open up SMOD, open the console, type in connect 127.0.0.1:27015
And whammo, you should be in. But, before I start the server, what level do you want to play?
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  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

gm_construct?
 

  11/10/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

I can't remember the name but how about the level with all the civilians walking outside when you leave the trainstaion.

EDIT: yeah lets play gm_construct
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Okay, the servers are really, really laggy, but that is expected when doing this. I'll shut it down and change to construct or whatever when we
make sure it works.
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

So is it up?
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by cast:

So is it up?

Yeah. Give it a whirl.
 

  11/10/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

Hmm, I can't seem to connect.
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Niether can I.
 

  11/10/05
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  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by chunkymonkey:

Hmm, I can't seem to connect.

Sorry, first I got a crash, then the maxplayers was set to 1 when I rebooted. Try again.
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Still not working.
 

  11/10/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

Nope, still cant seem to connect.
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Damn. I guess it was worth a shot. I'll work on it later on. Say, anyone up for a game of Gmod then? 
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  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by shotgunmaniac:

Damn. I guess it was worth a shot. I'll work on it later on. Say, anyone up for a game of Gmod then? 

Yes I am.
 

  11/10/05

shotgunmaniac 

Anti-gun = pro-crime

Mar 2005 
5283 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by cast:

Yes I am.

Get on AIM real quick then, I don't want to derail this thread. 
 

  11/10/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Oh shoot, I don't have it installed, pm me.
 

  11/10/05

Nutter 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5914 Smartness 
(post)

Pm Me too please 
 

  11/10/05

peabody624 
Gold Member
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Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

127.0.0.1 IS YOUR COMPUTER'S IP FROM YOUR COMPUTER. www.ipchicken.com
 

  11/10/05

MagNet 
Gold Member

Sep 2005 
5593 Smartness 

Lol, niiice, kick like in DN 3D 
 

  11/10/05

Diskless 

Aug 2005 
4855 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by cast:

That's really  fun. you can run around your bullets. 

Damnit, why doesnt mine look like that? And my comp doesnt suck! I can play F.E.A.R. on max..
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Have you entered "exec performance_highspec" in console while "sv_cheats 1"??
 

  11/10/05

Diskless 

Aug 2005 
4855 Smartness 

I have now, thanks .
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

meh, my video card suck... It's an Intel Extreme graphics, so I turn the sprites off... but the real-time lighting improves with that command too
 

  11/10/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MagNet:

Lol, niiice, k ick like in DN 3D 

Also Postal 2.
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  11/10/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

I got it wroking and i must say IT'S AN AMAZING MOD!!!

my fave werpons are:
spade
siccors
kicking!
 

  11/10/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

I like running around bashing random people in the head(even my allies) with the shovel, then finishing them off with a kick.

Like I said earlier, it's time to kickass and chew bubblegum, and I'm all out of bubblegum.
 

  11/10/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

hay heres a few of ammusing things i did 2 pic one words:

once in a stairwell, i jumped onto a bannister, turned one bulet time jumped off of the bannister and dropkiced a combine soilder in the head and
killed him instantly. Writing it out dosn't have the same effect as doing it.

now the funny(ish) screens:
http://img262.imageshack.us/img262/4...n0200007do.jpg
http://img262.imageshack.us/img262/1...n0200012ub.jpg
 

  11/10/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

They added Kleiner as an NPC that will actually follow you around and shoot stuff to hell, that's creepy.

http://img227.imageshack.us/img227/2...imbdass3jr.jpg

Smacking the two people sitting on the couch going, "What are we going to do?" in one of the earlier levels resulted in this:

http://img208.imageshack.us/img208/7...wnedlol4lm.jpg
 

  11/10/05
HeadshotDCS 

Apr 2005 
5000 Smartness 

When you use the sovel, press and hold primary fire while looking at the ground....

Its a suprise 
 

  11/10/05

grox4546 

Sep 2005 
5098 Smartness 

Is this mod for halflife2 or gmod?
 

  11/10/05

Rayne 
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Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by grox4546:

Is this mod for halflife2 or gmod?

Half-Life 2 singleplayer.
 

  11/10/05

grox4546 

Sep 2005 
5098 Smartness 

ok thanks
 

  11/10/05

Remi 

May 2005 
5088 Smartness 

Weeeeeeee! Houndeyes!!!
They are so cute! Though they blast you with there creepy shotthing...

and a new scanner! Weeee! Its shoots on you!

and a new combine!! Weeee! Its green!
 

  11/10/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Im going to work on adding duke nukem voices to this game, or maybe postal 2. I cant decide!
 

  11/10/05

Ortzinator 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5110 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by HeadshotDCS:

When you use the sovel, press and hold primary fire while look ing at the ground....

Its a suprise 

How long do you have to hold it?
 

  11/10/05

TAU! 

Aug 2005 
5181 Smartness 

My favorite weapons are the:
Scisors (spelling?)
UMD launcher
___
[FACT]: Press E or USE key on gibs to gain health.
___
Kicking (  )
The shovel (i would move my mouse to make the hitting look real, WHAM!)
And my really favorite weapon is the:
UMD launcher (ive got a PSP and it would be funny if it could launch UMD's)
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MagNet 
Gold Member

Sep 2005 
5593 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

A lso Postal 2.

Postal is just copying... DN3D is MUCH older.

I'll download this mod now.
 

  11/10/05

Remi 

May 2005 
5088 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ortzinator:

How long do you have to hold it?

Yes please tell us! 

 
  11/10/05

Diskless 

Aug 2005 
4855 Smartness 

This is so awesome! I have noclip on, all weapons(equipped with shovel) and bullet-time! Then I smash(shovel right-click)zombies from above,
their upper half body fly into the air (in bullet-time of course) and i left-click smash the body half. Its so fun, i cant stop . Best map for it is
NOAMZ..
 

  11/10/05
O r i O n 
Gold Member

Sep 2005 
5010 Smartness 

Holy shit this is fun
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Create Friendly NPC's with the stuff launcher, eat a NPC (striders too!) and launch em to spawn a friendly NPC
 

  11/10/05

Ortzinator 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5110 Smartness 

This was not staged.

 
  11/10/05

bassa12 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Remi:

Weeeeeeee! Houndeyes!!!
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Weeeeeeee! Houndeyes!!!
They are so cute! Though they blast you with there creepy shotthing...

and a new scanner! Weeee! Its shoots on you!

and a new combine!! Weeee! Its green!

how can you spawn a other scanner?
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  11/10/05

stealthkilla 

Nov 2005 
5412 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by drive_the_hive:

Ths mod is really  awesome! Just loaded the construct and messed around a bit! I can recommend this mod!

Oh and stealthk illa, put the map you want into SteamApps/sourcemods/smod/maps.

Thanks for your info!
 

  11/10/05

longtimer 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5496 Smartness 

Im confused about installation. can anyone help me out?

deos it just work like gmod or does it run alongside hl2?
 

  11/10/05

stealthkilla 

Nov 2005 
5412 Smartness 

Everyone listen to me, I have had the problem of pressing the bullet time key and it will flash but it will still be normal speed. All you have to do is
spawn a metro police officer (npc_create npc_metropolice) and the changes will be made.

Originally  Posted by longtimer:

Im confused about installation. can anyone help me out?

download and extract to sourcemods in steamapps and its seperate from gmod

And it is seperate from gmod 
 

  11/10/05

Ortzinator 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5110 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by longtimer:

Im confused about installation. can anyone help me out?

deos it just work like gmod or does it run alongside hl2?
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  Post #221

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Install it like any other mod. It has nothing to do with GMod.
 

  11/10/05

stealthkilla 

Nov 2005 
5412 Smartness 

Where do you get syn_burlybrawl map for smod????
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

To everyone that doesn't know how to enable bullet time, high quality effects, or how to load maps into smod please read all the thread, all the
answers and additional info are there, please.

Originally  Posted by stealthkilla:

Where do you get syn_burlybrawl map for smod????

There is a starterpack with that map somewhere in the thread
 

  11/10/05

stealthkilla 

Nov 2005 
5412 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by GUN:

To everyone that doesn't know how to enable bullet time, high quality  effects, or how to load maps into smod please read all the thread, all the answers and additional info are there,
please.

There is a starterpack with that map somewhere in the thread

Thank you
 

  11/10/05

Bad)-(and 

Jan 2005 
5250 Smartness 

I love this mod!
 

  11/10/05

tails484777 

Feb 2005 
5064 Smartness 

i reackon you could put this mod in gmod it's worth a try

or the weapons
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

I would be more awesome if someone would import some HIGH detailed gibs... i don't like the blocky Half Life 1 gibs... but eh what the hell, it is
still an awesome mod
 

  11/10/05
lon3_assas 
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Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Gold Member

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

i'll have a look at importing the mod into gmod, but it looks like a *.dll based thing. i can copy over models and materials though, if you guys
make a lua file for it.
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Hmm, maybe start a request thread in the Lua section
 

  11/10/05
lon3_assas 
Gold Member

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

"HL2_Credits_VoiceSchedulingText" "Pat Cockburn, Pure Audio"

lmao
 

  11/10/05

tails484777 

Feb 2005 
5064 Smartness 

when they get killed the start to flinch and there face go's weird the blood is amazing
 

  11/10/05
lon3_assas 
Gold Member

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

"HL2_Credits_VoiceCastingText" "Shana Landsburg\Teri Fiddleman"

sweet names
 

  11/10/05

tails484777 

Feb 2005 
5064 Smartness 

It could say we will blow your pc up hehehe.

Wen i do it there just orange things. when they shoot in bullettime
 

  11/10/05

jedi 
Gold Member

Aug 2005 
5069 Smartness 

Ha whats with the death metal music in backround, scares me
 

  11/10/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member
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  Post #231

  Post #232

  Post #233

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Rayne:

They added Kleiner as an NPC that will actually  follow you around and shoot stuff to hell, that's creepy.

http://img227.imageshack.us/img227/2...imbdass3jr.jpg

On that subject, I was running around the prison levels killing combine when I turned a corner and found gman shooting at me with a smg. 
 

  11/10/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

On that subject, I was running around the prison levels k illing combine when I turned a corner and found gman shooting at me with a smg. 

Whoa, i want to kill the Gman!
 

  11/10/05

Remi 

May 2005 
5088 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

On that subject, I was running around the prison levels k illing combine when I turned a corner and found gman shooting at me with a smg. 

NICE 
 

  11/10/05

LameFlame 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Hmm, so theres a gmod hands weapon, now all we need to do is import the gordon kick from this into gmod. Then we will have full melee! This
mod owns.
 

  11/10/05
KingCheez 
Gold Member

May 2005 
4988 Smartness 

The friendly Combine helping me through Ravenholm was probably the best moment ever.
(Friendlies have Lambdas on their arms.)

Killing everything in Kleiner's Lab, then doing battle with a bunch of Ace's in there was also very much worth the 10 seconds it took to download.

Ebert and Roeper give it 2 thumbs up.
 

  11/10/05
juke 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

At the bottom of the readme it says:

Lua 5.0 license

Copyright Â© 1994-2005 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.
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Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

In English.

Mabey there is someway or somewhat of us making this engine into Garry's Mod
 

  11/10/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Everything you see in Smod is 90% possible in LUA. 

Anyway, ive made a few changes to syn_burlybrawl and have added zombies, fixed spawn point. And weapons everywhere. Ive even made it
dark and scary. Im just waiting for a reply from the creator to see if he will allow me to release his map modified by me.
 

  11/10/05

diluted 

Jan 2005 
5060 Smartness 

So you can actually play this mod through the single player game? And you can find these extra weapons somewhere without using cheats to get
them?
 

  11/10/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by diluted:

So you can actually  play this mod through the single player game? And you can find these extra weapons somewhere without using cheats to get them?

I dunno about the weapons, but you can play through single player. The levels are modified to include jumping combine, shooting gmen and
other stuff.
 

  11/10/05

Pvt. Ryan 

Feb 2005 
6025 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by juke:

At the bottom of the readme it says:

Lua 5.0 license

Copyright Â© 1994-2005 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

In English.

Mabey there is someway or somewhat of us making this engine into Garry 's Mod

Hahahaha.

On a side not, the handweapons are amazing, especially all the beta weapons. I love the shovel.
 

  11/10/05

Dclone2 

Jun 2005 
5463 Smartness 

Hey, I dont know if this was mentioned but, how comme the bullet time bulletwavy thing isnt working for me? Not working for anyone else? 
 

  11/11/05
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Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Dclone2:

Hey, I dont know if this was mentioned but, how comme the bullet time bulletwavy thing isnt work ing for me? Not work ing for anyone else? 

Type "exec performance_highspec" into the console. This also means you will get better blood and smoke and sparks.
 

  11/11/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Dclone2:

Hey, I dont know if this was mentioned but, how comme the bullet time bulletwavy thing isnt work ing for me? Not work ing for anyone else? 

Read. The. Fucking. Thread. Before. Posting.

No one answer his question until he finds the answer for himself, please. 

(User was banned for this post (Reason: You can't expect someone to read through 6 pages of a thread. The majority of users
on here are kids with A.D.D. Stop telling other people what to do, too.))
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  11/11/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Dclone2:

Hey, I dont know if this was mentioned but, how comme the bullet time bulletwavy thing isnt work ing for me? Not work ing for anyone else? 

It was mentioned. Look on the first page.
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Alias777:

Read. The. Fuck ing. Thread. Before. Posting.

No one answer his question until he finds the answer for himself, please.

Ummm, I sorta already did.
 

  11/11/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

Anyone know why the thanks button won't show up? im using firefox.
syn_burlybrawl is great especially the corridor except i cant figure out how to get to the white room with the two chairs and the tv or how to
make the combine spawn with guns anyone know?
 

  11/11/05

stealthkilla 

Nov 2005 
5412 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by some guy:

Anyone know why the thanks button won't show up? im using firefox.
syn_burlybrawl is great especially  the corridor except i cant figure out how to get to the white room with the two chairs and the tv or how to make the combine spawn with guns
anyone know?

Yes I do type npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_metropolice in console
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  11/11/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

is that for sny_burlybrawl though?
 

  11/11/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

Yes, it works on any map.
 

  11/11/05

Grunt002 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Hmm this mod is great! Now I'll play HL2 all over again. 
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by some guy:

Anyone know why the thanks button won't show up? im using firefox.
syn_burlybrawl is great especially  the corridor except i cant figure out how to get to the white room with the two chairs and the tv or how to make the combine spawn with guns
anyone know?

Thanks button doesn't show up in the 'General' section.
To make it easier I put an npc to spawn when you press a button on the key board. Example (type in console): bind v "npc_create
npc_metropolice" 
then when you press v a metro cop will spawn where your crosshairs are.
 

  11/11/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Better yet use npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_metropolice and they will have a gun.
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

Better yet use npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_metropolice and they will have a gun.

Oh, I see.
I will bind that to a key instead. 
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  11/11/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

On that subject, I was running around the prison levels k illing combine when I turned a corner and found gman shooting at me with a smg. 

Hehe, much funnier when I saw the two combine soldiers at the beggining of Ravenholm, looked at them for a minute wondering why they
weren't shooting at me, then went what the hell and smacked then with the shovel.
 

  11/11/05

Spetsnaz 

Dec 2004 
5161 Smartness 

I just played this last night. And damn. ITS FUCKING FUN. All of you looking at this thread must download.
 

  11/11/05

Incubus73 

Jun 2005 
5041 Smartness 

I put the map in the Smod map file and i still cant play it...
 

  11/11/05

maniac 

Jul 2005 
5297 Smartness 

this mod is cool, I love that shovel, is there a way to get an extra long bullet-time fighting mode?
 

  11/11/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

sv_infinite_aux_power 1 or something.
 

  11/11/05

cast 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5318 Smartness 

You have to put the maps in your hl2/maps folder. Not the smod one.
 

  11/11/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

Ok thanks, the only reason i needed clarification is because on syn_burlybrawl the combine spawn automatically.
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  11/11/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by cast:

You have to put the maps in your hl2/maps folder. Not the smod one.

Actually it works both ways.
 

  11/11/05
Jester100 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Has anyone uploaded a copy of burlybrawl? if not, I'll thank anyone who does.
 

  11/11/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Jester100:

Has anyone uploaded a copy of burlybrawl? if not, I'll thank anyone who does.

Look back a few pages, I posted a link to it. Its bugged but I made a new version with fixed spawn points and some additions, waiting for a
response from the creator before I upload it.
 

  11/11/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Fill up a house with combines. Banana trail to it with a ton in the house. Slow-mo. Hours of fun.
 

  11/11/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

Angry Gordon visits an apartment. Seriously... Watch this, its hella funny.

Click here to watch.
 

  11/11/05
NotNot1337 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

PSP that shoots umd discs was originally this: http://forums.facepunchstudios.com/sh...ad.php?t=66439
It looks like MenInBlackMe is going to have to have a 1on1 talk with those bitches (If only he knew japanese :/)

Awesome, HL2: Substance without the crap. (And Entertainment)
 

  11/11/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by NotNot1337:
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PSP that shoots umd discs was originally  this: http://forums.facepunchstudios.com/sh...ad.php?t=66439
It looks like MenInBlackMe is going to have to have a 1on1 talk  with those bitches (If only he knew japanese :/)

Awesome, HL2: Substance without the crap. (And Entertainment)

You know what I'd like to see? Idiots like you researching before you make stupid accusations like this.

The original version of SMod was out waaaaaaay before that was released.

You know, it's really hard not to flame you, but I'll resist.

In a nutshell, fuck off.
 

  11/11/05
FuzzyL. 

Banned

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 
(post)

サーバーのディスクスペースが限界に達したため
Ehh I can read that.
 

  11/11/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by FuzzyL.:

サーバーのディスクスペースが限界に達したため
Ehh I can read that.

Ehh but can you read the rest of the first post and this entire thread ehhサーバーのディスクスペースが限界に達したため
 

  11/11/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

セクシーでセクシーでセクシーな人!

私はイルカを攻撃する!

あなたの日本人が側面に、あなたの頭部を... うなずかせれば

オハイオ州私の神、訳者の売春婦!
(Translate this one, its supposed to be Oh my god, translator whore!)
 

  11/11/05

Ortzinator 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5110 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Alias777:

Ehh but can you read the rest of the first post and this entire thread ehhサーバーのディスクスペースが限界に達したため

You're like Alucard's twin or something.

(I was going to say evil twin but obviously that wouldn't make sense)
 

  11/11/05
FuzzyL. 

Banned
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(post)

Originally  Posted by TiE23:

(Oh my god, translator whore!)

http://babelfish.altavista.com/translate.dyn
 

  11/11/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by NotNot1337:

PSP that shoots umd discs was originally  this: http://forums.facepunchstudios.com/sh...ad.php?t=66439
It looks like MenInBlackMe is going to have to have a 1on1 talk  with those bitches (If only he knew japanese :/)

Awesome, HL2: Substance without the crap. (And Entertainment)

Smod has had the PSP model for months now If anything they should be coming after his ass for theft.
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  11/11/05

IHASAPIE 

Sep 2005 
5970 Smartness 

For those who not know how to start a multiplayer game:

Make a servermode.cfg (just make a .txt in notepad and rename it) containing:

net_start
sv_lan 0 (NOTE: MAKE THIS SV_LAN 1 IF ITS AN LAN/LOCAL GAME!!!!)
deathmatch 1
maxplayers 4

Then put it in C:\where you installed steam\Steam\SteamApps\USERNAME\half-life 2\hl2\cfg

Then start SMOD, in console (~) type exec servermode {press enter}
then map (MAPNAME) {press enter) and the game starts.

to see a maplist, type maps * in console

you can also add maps, put them in Steam\Steamapps\name\half life 2\hl2\maps

Note:
The other players need your IP: they must type connect yourip:27015 in console.

For as far as i know, there is NO way to change the default playermodel in game (you just see a black dude with the equipped weapon trough his
pants). cl_playermodel, setmodel, none worked. Also, corpses will be seen as nearly-falling black guy.
 

  11/11/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by IHASAPIE:

For as far as i know, there is NO way to change the default playermodel in game (you just see a black dude with the equipped weapon trough his pants). cl_playermodel, setmodel,
none worked. A lso, corpses will be seen as nearly-falling black guy.

That's because the game wasn't supposed to be third person.
 

  11/11/05
Llama117 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Can sombody give all of the commands for guns and other things in this game?
 

  11/11/05

leelad 
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BIG ENGLISH PRICK CRYIN A RIVER SINCE MARCH 2007

Feb 2005 
5509 Smartness 

I had to play through HL2 again with this, noticed something weird though

http://www.leelad.net/smod/d3_c17_10a0000.jpg

Its the level just as you're looking out over the big bank type building with the supressor on the roof, what the hell is he doing in the background?
armed with a gun too!! he doesnt move though.
 

  11/11/05
Dread-TJ 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 

^ bad link for me..
 

  11/11/05

leelad 

BIG ENGLISH PRICK CRYIN A RIVER SINCE MARCH 2007

Feb 2005 
5509 Smartness 

I'd img tag it but its huge!

works fine here though.
 

  11/11/05
bassa12 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

"10"
{
"label" "#GameUI_GameMenu_FindServers"
"command" "OpenServerBrowser"
}
add this to your smod/resource/gamemenu.res files and you have a server list button in your menu. my server is online now whit gm_construct
 

  11/11/05
Dread-TJ 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 

We need this mod Inside Gmod .. i tried but whit great failure (now i have install both again)
 

  11/11/05

nono345 

Sep 2005 
5176 Smartness 

A have a small question, first, I cant seem to find out how to kick, and somtimes bullet time is just regular with bullet trails. BUt its a awesome
mod.
 

  11/11/05

leelad 

BIG ENGLISH PRICK CRYIN A RIVER SINCE MARCH 2007

Feb 2005 
5509 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by nono345:

A have a small question, first, I cant seem to find out how to k ick, and somtimes bullet time is just regular with bullet trails. BUt its a awesome mod.
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If you bother to read the thread you will find the answers.
 

  11/11/05
bassa12 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

so someone joined my server.
playing this online is very onstable.
 

  11/11/05
Aceid 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Here is another very fast direct download that I managed to fix: http://files.halflife2.nu/filarkivet/download.php?id=77

And yes, it will stay open.
 

  11/11/05

nono345 

Sep 2005 
5176 Smartness 

I have one question, how do you kick?. I've searched the thread but only found the soulution to my bullet-time problem.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by nono345:

I have one question, how do you k ick?. I've searched the thread but only found the soulution to my bullet-time problem.

Go to options, keyboard.
Set "kick" to a key.
 

  11/11/05

KillerTV 

Mar 2005 
5119 Smartness 

Crashes too much for me  as in every level at some point.
 

  11/11/05

nono345 

Sep 2005 
5176 Smartness 

Is it normal to not have kick in the options? I cant find it.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Nevermind.
It's above Bullet Time. It's called "Gordon Kick."
 

  11/11/05
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  11/11/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

I've updated the 1st post with some info for people that dont want to read thru 10 pages of posts.
 

  11/11/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

I have a logitech MX510, So I binded the Kick and Bullet-time keys to the two side buttons. Works great.

 
  11/11/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

I've got a MX518 

I've got bullet time on mouse 4 throw weapon on mouse 5 and kick on mouse 3.
 

  11/11/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

I've got a MX518 

I'm meaning to get one of the newer ones that let me set the sensetivity on the fly. Along with that awesome new keyboard.
 

  11/11/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

I'm meaning to get one of the newer ones that let me set the sensetiv ity  on the fly . A long with that awesome new keyboard.

Waaaaaay off topic
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  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

I have a crappy General Electric optical mouse...
You are evil.
THE TOPIC HAS DIED!
 

  11/11/05

Diamond 

Apr 2005 
5145 Smartness 

The mod does not show up in my list and I have restarted STEAM. What now?
 

  11/11/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by GUN:

Waaaaaay off topic

Lighten up, We just broke the stream a bit. I't gets old talking about crushing headcrab zombies into bits under the mighty boot...
Wait, no it doesn't. I gotta go play some more.

This needs to be remade on the HL2DM source.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

The "Stuff Launcher" is awesome! Check out this movie I made about it and the shovel!
http://media.putfile.com/Shovel-and-Stuff
 

  11/11/05

GUN 

Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

Lighten up, We just broke the stream a bit. I't gets old talk ing about crushing headcrab zombies into bits under the mighty boot...
Wait, no it doesn't. I gotta go play some more.

This needs to be remade on the HL2DM source.

awww... poop, my steam doesn't work :S
 

  11/11/05
WhiteBear 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

sorry if it is already mentioned but i notice (by acident that by pressing E on all body pieces you can eat em and get extralife (even over 100!!)
this is damn awsome mod... thanks to Orion that i got info for this mod...
 

  11/11/05

MonkeyFun 
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May 2005 
5787 Smartness 
(post)

How do you get weapons? I can't figure our how (newb question).
 

  11/11/05

Diamond 

Apr 2005 
5145 Smartness 

Yeah I did cheats on and the high spec. Then I start a new game but I don't have any weapons and neither am I able to activate bullet time or
gordon kick. And yes I did assign them.
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 Thread Tools

  11/11/05

smfE 

Banned

Apr 2005 
5536 Smartness 

wow i saw a little footage from the mod! i'm hella getting it!
 

  11/11/05

Ben_912 

Jun 2005 
5306 Smartness 

Ha, I love this mod. 

Antlions + shovel = 
 

  11/11/05

Diamond 

Apr 2005 
5145 Smartness 

How do I get the weapons then?
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Ben_912:

Ha, I love this mod. 

Antlions + shovel = 

Antlion Spawner=Friendly Antlions+Shovel= +Strider Cannon=

Originally  Posted by Diamond:

How do I get the weapons then?

Get into the game AND THEN type impulse 101.
 

  11/11/05

GUN 
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Oct 2005 
5113 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Diamond:

How do I get the weapons then?

Enable the console, the type "Impulse 101"... 

and please, Read The Fucking Thread
 

  11/11/05
MrCowHead 

Dec 2004 
5000 Smartness 

Starting a multiplayer server on syn_burleybrawl if anyone wants to come. IP: 72.144.188.122:27015.
 

  11/11/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MrCowHead:

Starting a multiplayer server on syn_burleybrawl if anyone wants to come. IP: 72.144.188.122:27015.

It's a goddamn shame that my network card is busted, whatever, I'm probably going to move my computer out into the den and hook it right into
the router and try to join your game.
 

  11/11/05
MrCowHead 

Dec 2004 
5000 Smartness 

Nevermind. Way too unstable. Crashes everytime someone tries to join.
 

  11/11/05
MrCowHead 

Dec 2004 
5000 Smartness 

Sorry about that .

Ill try one more time, but im doing GM_construct instead. IP:72.144.188.122:27015.
 

  11/11/05
Hurjimus 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

It has ragdoll posing/object freezing too. When holding something with the physgun pressing your use key will freeze it just like in Garry's Mod.
 

  11/11/05

Ben_912 

Jun 2005 
5306 Smartness 

I blasted a headcrap that was jumping at Grigori, and the blood actually splattered onto him.

Also had a lot of fun shelling a Comby base with the secondary fire of the Lasergun. No pics of that though 

All that plus cannibalizing my way to 500 health makes this my new favorite mod!
 

  11/11/05
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  Post #315

  Post #316

  Post #317

  Post #318

  Post #319

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

KillerTV 

Mar 2005 
5119 Smartness 

Crap sorry, I was on the wront page <_<

Seems it only crashes for me on the normal HL2 levels :/
 

  11/11/05
@BLOODy 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Zombies lob barrels at me, in bullettime i kick them back.
That makes nice kills .
 

  11/11/05

T_T crai2 
Gold Member

Aug 2005 
5012 Smartness 

So, does anyone have an npc list for this mod?
 

  11/11/05

igamiwarr 

Aug 2005 
5369 Smartness 

This is the coolest thing ever, i mean wow I love it.EDIT: Wow I wish it could be usable with gmod... oh well.
 

  11/11/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

OWNED

 
  11/11/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

So, will this lag a bad machine to death, like HL2: Substance does? And will some of the features, like bullet time, work with a bad graphics card?
Integrated GeForce 2, it burns…
 

  11/11/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

if you run it in 800x600 and low gfx settings it might work
if that doesn't wrok run it in :shudders: 640x480
 

  11/11/05
Epsilon 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Ok how do i kick and activate slomo....
I tried everything and read first 3 pages of this thread and didn't find... ANYTHING...
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  Post #324

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

And the readme is japanese...

Edit://

Before you start bashing the shit out a headcrabs with shovels make sure in the keyboard options that you have the k ick and bullet time bound to keys.

L0L (this is a zero not a "O")
 

  11/11/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

go into settings keybord and the 1st block is the smod settings kick and bullet time are in there.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Screw the readme.

Go to Options, keyboard.
Set the crap to the keys you want.
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Epsilon:

Ok how do i k ick and activate slomo....
I tried everything and read first 3 pages of this thread and didn't find... ANYTHING...

And the readme is japanese...

Edit://

L0L (this is a zero not a "O")

You go into controls like a normal game and bind them.
Also, not sure if anyone found this out but if you keep pressing kick as fast as you possibly can for a while then stop, a combine ball appears by
your foot just floating there press kick again to send it flying.

Also could somebody direct me to a place where I could download these matrix maps?
 

  11/11/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Very cool, the weapons are particularly inventive, but a lot of these have hidden features we don't know about, like the elusive shovel one.
Anybody got any other easter eggs?
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 
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Reply
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Reply

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Hamburgler:

Very cool, the weapons are particularly  inventive, but a lot of these have hidden features we don't know about, like the elusive shovel one. Anybody got any other easter eggs?

The only thing I know of is the combine ball thingy which I metioned above.
I also found it it is easier to do in slomo and the longer you do it, the bigger the combine ball, but they can only go a certain before they stop
getting bigger.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Hamburgler:

Very cool, the weapons are particularly  inventive, but a lot of these have hidden features we don't know about, like the elusive shovel one. Anybody got any other easter eggs?

What shovel one?!?!
 

  11/11/05
Epsilon 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Shovel one?
 

  11/11/05

Thomas 

Feb 2005 
5116 Smartness 

Hell, this sounds awesome.. I think I'm going to make a server for this after I tried out in SP 
 

  11/11/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

Is there a way to turn off gibbing? I want to see the ragdolls fly with an explosion 
 

  11/11/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Ghost:

Is there a way to turn off gibbing? I want to see the ragdolls fly  with an explosion 

exec gore_hl2 (for normal) or exec gore_none (for no gore, or blood)
 

  11/11/05
Bokishi 
Gold Member
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Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Nice.
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 Thread Tools

  11/11/05
MasterRex6 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

I've got a MX518 

I've got bullet time on mouse 4 throw weapon on mouse 5 and k ick on mouse 3.

I have that mouse, kicks ass.

Also, my fave weapon is the shovel.
 

  11/11/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Yeah, everyone loves that shovel. What's the point of the magic stick though? I mean, it shoots projectiles at them or shoots projectiles from
inside them, it's not very special. Why is it magic?
By the way, that mouse may have functionality up its sleeve, but it's DAMN ugly.
 

  11/11/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Hmm, anyone going to make a server?

Nevermind, I think I'm going to add a server browser.
 

  11/11/05

bbdude 

Mar 2005 
5049 Smartness 

I have an MX1000. 
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  11/11/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Epsilon:

Shovel one?

The easter egg for this is, hold down your primery fire button look at the ground then jump whilst still holding on to the primery fire button. i
won't tell you what it does, just how to use it.
 

  11/11/05

12% Iron 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5035 Smartness 

I have a MX700.

I have had it for a year or so, still works great.
 

  11/11/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

Microsoft Optical Wired 4 button w/scroll wheel USB Mouse FTW.
Everyone saw my video, right? :p
Click here to watch slo-moo 

(User was banned for this post (Reason: "FTW" isn't a good thing to say on these forums.))
 

  11/11/05
KingCheez 
Gold Member

May 2005 
4988 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by tob:

The easter egg for this is, hold down your primery fire button look at the ground then jump whilst still holding on to the primery fire button. i won't tell you what it does, just how to
use it.

That just makes the ground shake.
 

  11/11/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

I'm working on finding out all the new npcs and entities for this mod. I'll be updating this list so keep checking back. So far I have:
npc_kscanner - A scanner that shoots lazers
npc_combine_ace - Fast jumping green combine
npc_houndeye - Houndeye monster
npc_f_kleiner - Kleiner with shooting ability
npc_combine_c - Camo combine (bassa12)
npc_f_turret_floor - Friendly turret
npc_f_combine - Friendly combine
npc_f_monk - Pretty much the same as npc_monk but follows you around and kills things
food_cornedbeef - Canned food that gives health
food_sankaba - More canned food for health
setmsbomb - Premade lazer mine thingy
 

  11/11/05
bassa12 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

npc_combine_c for some camo combine
 

  11/11/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

MIGHTY FOOT ENGAGED!!
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

For more gore and a blood pool, go into the config.cfg.
Check for the "more gore '0'" and "blood pool '0'" settings, and set them to 1. There is also a weapon mod setting, but I don't know what it does.

And before I forget, there is a "no blood", "no gore", or "no gibs" option that is set at 0. Change 0 to 1, and no more gibs.
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MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member
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Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by EvilZombi:

For more gore and a blood pool, go into the config.cfg.
Check for the "more gore '0'" and "blood pool '0'" settings, and set them to 1. There is also a weapon mod setting, but I don't know what it does.

And before I forget, there is a "no blood", "no gore", or "no gibs" option that is set at 0. Change 0 to 1, and no more gibs.

You can also do this:
exec gore_extreme 
exec gore_hl2 
exec gore_none
 

  11/11/05

Azu 

Nov 2005 
8772 Smartness 
(post)

my favorite weapon is definetly the sniper rifle. 

I hate how I cant get into the suit in red letter day, though.
 

  11/11/05

DeMong44 

Apr 2005 
5247 Smartness 

My game constantly crashes... and im at the rooftop chase in the first chapter. Can some one give me the unlock all levels code?
 

  11/11/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by DeMong44:

My game constantly  crashes... and im at the rooftop chase in the first chapter. Can some one give me the unlock all levels code?

sv_unlockedchapters 14.
 

  11/11/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Yeah, the crashes are driving me insane. I'm at one point in the first level, when you pass by the closed ticket booth. 4 crashes in a row.
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Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by Hamburgler:

Yeah, the crashes are driv ing me insane. I'm at one point in the first level, when you pass by the closed ticket booth. 4 crashes in a row.

Are you serious? I haven't had one crash yet.
 

  11/11/05

some guy 

Jan 2005 
5009 Smartness 

Me niether and my system is a piece of shit
 

  11/11/05
Painkiller153 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5015 Smartness 

This is so amazing.
 

  11/11/05

Diskless 

Aug 2005 
4855 Smartness 

I cant stop playing this!

 
  11/11/05

PacificV2 
Moderator

May 2005 
6072 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Painkiller153:

This is so amazing.

Indeed it is, this mod is incredibly fun.

Fun in a weird, exploding kind of fun.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Rapidshare link
Weapons Tier 1.
Funny movie 
 

  11/11/05

Thomas 

Feb 2005 
5116 Smartness 

Oh my god.. Killed a zombie, headcrab survived.. so I kicked the headcrab in the moment when it was jumping in air to hit my head, and the
corpse of the headcrab flew back then and killed a zombie some meters more away 
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JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Here's a video I made a few months ago with an older build of smod.

http://media.putfile.com/SmodRulz
 

  11/11/05

Fkpuz Version 1 

Mar 2005 
5076 Smartness 

http://www.sitesled.com/members/fkpuztf/Lawlwarz.wmv

I made a video as well. It's a bit random.
 

  11/11/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

58 mb...?
 

  11/12/05

Fkpuz Version 1 

Mar 2005 
5076 Smartness 

It's pretty long, sorry about that. I should have resized it a bit.
 

  11/12/05

johncox88 
TRUE SCOTSMAN

Aug 2005 
5825 Smartness 

If this was more stable online it would be amazing on that CSS Matrix map.

What happens when bullet-time is activated - does it just activate everyone's bullet-time?
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Aww... now my bullet time is normal speed, and without bullet time is fast.
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  11/12/05
death2u 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

i cant download
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

I think I found the secret/easter egg with the shovel.
I'm going to upload a video in a moment.

   http://media.putfile.com/Shovel-Secret   
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Awesome, all I can get is a ground shake by jumping and stabbing the ground.

Also, what's your favourite weapon? I like the airboat gun, although the sticky launcher's pretty damn inventive, and the scissors are bloody lethal
in a hallway.
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

My favorite weapon is the Laser Rifle (Modified Plasma Rifle.)
Secondary fire makes explosions! 
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Bordem.

http://media.putfile.com/ThePS_Smod
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  11/12/05

MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by TiE23:

Microsoft Optical Wired 4 button w/scroll wheel USB Mouse FTW.

Everyone saw my v ideo, right? :p
Click here to watch slo-moo

I have that one.

And don't type "ftw". I know you did that to avoid the damn filter.

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

Before you start bashing the shit out a headcrabs with shovels make sure in the keyboard options that you have the k ick and bullet time bound to keys.

What are their commands? I don't understand anything written in the files for this.
 

  11/12/05

Water-Marine 

Jan 2005 
5186 Smartness 

I'll tell you what's really fun and cinematic-looking. In Ravenholm, when fast zombies are going after you and they lunge into the air, pull out a
shovel, go into bullet mode, and give them a whack. Usually one hit, and if pulled off right it looks damn fine.

Also, I found out some awesome little details. Want to know what?

Shoot a wall with a gun. Just shoot it. In bullet time. After that, if you look closely, there should be little flattened bullets on the ground, or close
to it. They dissapear quickly, however.
 

  11/12/05

the9mmsolution 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by death2u:

i cant download

Maybe if you were a bit less demanding and a bit more specific, someone would actually acknowlege you.

I am also having trouble downloading Smod. The rapidshare link doesn't seem to work right now. After i select "free" it just goes to the default
************de site. Anyone have any other links to it?

edit: nevermind, i should read the fucking thread. Got it off the japanese official site.
 

  11/12/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

Bordem.

http://media.putfile.com/ThePS_Smod

I liked that one, little shaky, but kinda funny at the end when you were sniping people.
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  Post #370

  Post #371

Reply

Reply

I liked that one, little shaky, but kinda funny at the end when you were sniping people.

By the way, I always try binding keys to create enemies, but it doesn't always do it...

Originally  Posted by MingeEater:

I have that one.

And don't type "ftw". I know you did that to avoid the damn filter.

Wow, you're smart. And I have no idea what the fuck you are talking about...
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by TiE23:

By the way, I always try binding keys to create enemies, but it doesn't always do it...

You'd do something like this "bind m "npc_create npc_metropolice"

Hell, I can give you the hig-res verison if you want.
 

  11/12/05

PooMan 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
5156 Smartness 

Sorry if a list has already been posted, just too lazy to check, but here's a lot of useful commands:

itemcrate_jackintheboxmode
ragdolltwitch
serverragdoll_playdeathpose
toclientragdolltime
bloodpool
moregore
ragdoll_collision_type
ragdoll_gibtimer
extreme_strong_gappoi - No idea what this is.
npc_ffretaliation
r_grenadeeffect
r_drawbullettimeeffects
bullettimesim_drawtrail
bullettimesim
bullettimesim_bulletspeed
bullettimesim_playerbulletspeed
bullettimesim_damagemultiply
bullettimesim_forcemultiply
bullettimesim_checkinterval
bullettimesim_playeradjustspread
bullettime_timescale
bullettime_dsptype
bullettime_accelmovespeed
r_increaseparticles

Now, I have not actually tested these out yet. I got them all from the guide. Hope some of these help and add to the unlimited fun of this mod!
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  Post #375

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

  11/12/05

the9mmsolution 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Okay, im having real problems here. I have installed the smod folder to the SourceMods folder under the SteamApps, next to all of my other
mods. It shows up in my games menu in steam. I try to run it, the screen goes black, then it comes back, then black again, looks like its about to
work, and then nothing. Any ideas?

edit: Do I have to put some maps in the smod map folder, if so, i suppose any old map won't work since i already tried adding a few Gmod maps.
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

To bind you need to use it like this.

bind b "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_metropolice" it wont work without the ""'s I should of said that when I posted
about it sorry. to bind kick ect look in the options menu.
 

  11/12/05

DesEagle 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5417 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by TiE23:

I liked that one, little shaky, but k inda funny at the end when you were sniping people.

By the way, I always try binding keys to create enemies, but it doesn't always do it...

Wow, you're smart. And I have no idea what the fuck you are talk ing about...

he means don't type "ftw", abbreviation for "For-the-win," knockoff of What The Fuck

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

Bordem.

http://media.putfile.com/ThePS_Smod

Could have used bullet time :|
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by DesEagle:

Could have used bullet time :|
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  Post #377

  Post #378

  Post #379

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Maybe I will, next time. Alright, I'm going to go make another movie, just I'll post it on the forums in HIGH-RES MODE. Did anyone notice my
custom made map? I had in the intro.

   or some other shit   
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

What should the bullet trails look like in this game? Do they look (somewhat) like this to anyone?

Or are they supposed to look like smudged, transparent, blue lines?
 

  11/12/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by EvilZombi:

What should the bullet trails look like in this game? Do they look (somewhat) like this to anyone?

Or are they supposed to look like smudged, transparent, blue lines?

It looks almost exactly like the picture you posted, except they arent blue they are just transparent, like water or in somewhat advanced
language, light being bent around the bullet. Theres actually 3 different versions, one with bigger rounded type blurs. One with a straight blur.
And one with a straight and smaller round blur, just like the matrix.
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Damn...
To me, they just look like water-blue, transparent lines.
 

  11/12/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by EvilZombi:
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  Post #382

  Post #383

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Damn...
To me, they just look like water-blue, transparent lines.

What graphics card do you have?
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by PooMan:

Sorry if a list has already been posted, just too lazy to check, but here's a lot of useful commands:

itemcrate_jackintheboxmode
ragdolltwitch
serverragdoll_playdeathpose
toclientragdolltime
bloodpool
moregore
ragdoll_collision_type
ragdoll_gibtimer
extreme_strong_gappoi - No idea what this is.
npc_ffretaliation
r_grenadeeffect
r_drawbullettimeeffects
bullettimesim_drawtrail
bullettimesim
bullettimesim_bulletspeed
bullettimesim_playerbulletspeed
bullettimesim_damagemultiply
bullettimesim_forcemultiply
bullettimesim_checkinterval
bullettimesim_playeradjustspread
bullettime_timescale
bullettime_dsptype
bullettime_accelmovespeed
r_increaseparticles

Now, I have not actually  tested these out yet. I got them all from the guide. Hope some of these help and add to the unlimited fun of this mod!

Are there different numbers that go after the bullettimesim_drawtail command, or is it just 1 and 0?

Originally  Posted by NickJames:

What graphics card do you have?

Radeon x800 XT.
I had an x850 (I think,) but that's in a broken-but-sent-to-Best-Buy-to-be-fixed-or-I-fix-it-myself computer. It needs a new CPU...
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Anyone have any idea why it crashes so often? I've played maybe about 3 0minutes in it, but spent at least 45 just re-loading everything from the
latest crash. It's rediculous.
 

  11/12/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by EvilZombi:

Are there different numbers that go after the bullettimesim_drawtail command, or is it just 1 and 0?

Radeon x800 XT.
I had an x850 (I think,) but that's in a broken-but-sent-to-Best-Buy-to-be-fixed-or-I-fix-it-myself computer. It needs a new CPU...

Wierd, try r_drawbullettimeeffects 1 in console. And post a screenshot of what it looks like.
 

  11/12/05

EvilZombi 
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  Post #385

  Post #386

  Post #387

  Post #388

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

They look like streaks; even with that.
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

http://media.putfile.com/Smod-Video/640

What map are you using for the video thing? Is it syn_burlybrawl? If it is different then please send me a link to the map.
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Hmm, for all you bullet time lovers.

http://media.putfile.com/SmodVideoPart279
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Its my building blocks map I fixed it up to play around in smod. I havent released it.
 

  11/12/05
death2u 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by the9mmsolution:

Maybe if you were a bit less demanding and a bit more specific, someone would actually  acknowlege you.

I am also hav ing trouble downloading Smod. The rapidshare link doesn't seem to work right now. After i select "free" it just goes to the default ************de site. Anyone have
any other links to it?

edit: nevermind, i should read the fuck ing thread. Got it off the japanese official site.

can you give me the link of the download of the japanese site
i found it
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by death2u:

can you give me the link of the download of the japanese site
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  Post #389

  Post #390

Reply

Reply

Reply

Look at the first post.
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

I havent released it.

Oh pooey.

EDIT: I found out an easter egg!
Keep pressing kick rapidly but don't let the screen shake. I won't tell you anymore .
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by JoshuaC:

Its my building blocks map I fixed it up to play around in smod. I havent released it.

Can you, please?
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  11/12/05
pain799 

Jul 2005 
5029 Smartness 

This mod s Once I saw that video I new it was going to be great!It's good enough to make my free space only but out with 4-5%. I fixed
a small bug that said can't find

dll for it I just needed to re-install Great mod too :)

Can you add Multyplayer?
 

  11/12/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

Hmm, for all you bullet time lovers.

http://media.putfile.com/SmodVideoPart279

You're a horrible shot. 
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

You're a horrible shot. 

FPS problems with Fraps, that's why. Also bullettime + fraps + million programs running in the background = 
 

  11/12/05

frasierdog 
WAS A RUBBISH MODERATOR - ALWAYS BANNING PEOPLE FOR PERSONAL SHIT AND FLAMING.

Apr 2005 
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4836 Smartness 

Installing now, we'll see how good this really is...
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

How do I install it..?
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

How do I install it..?

Place it in your sourcemods dir.
 

  11/12/05

jiggel 

Aug 2005 
5096 Smartness 
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Woot bunch of Q's cool vid tho
 

  11/12/05

Dclone2 

Jun 2005 
5463 Smartness 

Put the smod folder into your source mods folder...it should say half-life 2 smod in your games list now
EDIT:damn beat me to it...
 

  11/12/05
Painkiller153 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5015 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by EvilZombi:

They look like streaks; even with that.

Me too.
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
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Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Oh and Machima here's my other movie.

http://media.putfile.com/ThePS_Smod

Originally  Posted by Painkiller153:

Me too.

Type in the console "exec exec performance_highspec"
 

  11/12/05
Painkiller153 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5015 Smartness 

I have. (I have an x850.) Do I do it in game or before game? I tried it both ways, yet no change.
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Spencer:

Place it in your sourcemods dir.

I did, and it's not working.
I've restarted Steam a couple of times, still isn't working.

Edit: Works now, thanks.
 

  11/12/05

Pawnstick 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
4918 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Painkiller153:

I have. (I have an x850.) Do I do it in game or before game? I tried it both ways, yet no change.

Try just typing in "exec performance" and it will come up with stuff like "High Spec" and all that stuff, fool around with that.
 

  11/12/05
Painkiller153 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5015 Smartness 

I have.
 

  11/12/05

ventilated 
Gold Member

May 2005 
8060 Smartness 

This mod looks very nice, will re-install Steam purely for thsi mod.
 

  11/12/05

monkeypunc 

Jun 2005 
5031 Smartness 
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  Post #413

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply
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Reply

Reply

How do you spawn npcs?
 

  11/12/05

Dclone2 

Jun 2005 
5463 Smartness 

Console command create_npc npc_<npcname> I think :S
 

  11/12/05

Pvt. Ryan 

Feb 2005 
6025 Smartness 

How can you play GMOD and not know the NPC console command?
 

  11/12/05

Dclone2 

Jun 2005 
5463 Smartness 

I know enh? Its weird :P
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Haha, the bullet trail is just a orange line on my computer.
Maybe I should get a new graphics card.
 

  11/12/05
CT_fan 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

1sugjestion run around in ravenholm carrying only a shovel and mabe a gun to shoot berrels kick and smack the zombies its the funnyest way to
kill yet the best ok whell nice mod nice work im still playin it
 

  11/12/05

eaglestrik 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

try this.

bind b "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_metropolice"

bind b "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_alyx"

bind b "npc_create_equipment weapon_ak47; wait; npc_create npc_barney"

npc_create npc_headcrab"
npc_create npc_antlion"
npc_create npc_antlionguard"
npc_create npc_zomie"

much more, have fun..
 

  11/12/05

frasierdog 
WAS A RUBBISH MODERATOR - ALWAYS BANNING PEOPLE FOR PERSONAL SHIT AND FLAMING.
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  Post #415
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Reply
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Reply

Apr 2005 
4836 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by frasierdog:

Installing now, we'll see how good this really  is...

Oh my god! This is the sweetest shit ever. 

Hmm, are we supposed to be playing it with impulse 101, or are the weapons given later in the game?

And what files do I need to have syn_burlybrawl work right?
 

  11/12/05

Rayne 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5187 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by frasierdog:

Oh my god! This is the sweetest shit ever. 

Hmm, are we supposed to be play ing it with impulse 101, or are the weapons given later in the game?

And what files do I need to have syn_burlybrawl work right?

They are found pretty much randomly throughtout the later levels, although I think impulse 101 is the only way to really experience the
awesomeness of the weapons.
 

  11/12/05

NakedSnake 

Jun 2005 
5105 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by frasierdog:

Oh my god! This is the sweetest shit ever. 

Hmm, are we supposed to be play ing it with impulse 101, or are the weapons given later in the game?

And what files do I need to have syn_burlybrawl work right?

Try playing on good 'ol gm_construct. It's a blast! You need impulse 101.

Also, I've been using

give npc_zombie
, which requires me to noclip away. Does the npc_create command put them elsewhere?
 

  11/12/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Wierd movie I just made:

http://media.putfile.com/M_E_0001

Ignore the orange dots.
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by hybrid3:

Wierd movie I just made:

http://media.putfile.com/M_E_0001

Ignore the orange dots.

Brings me back to my days playing the hl2 beta 
 

  11/12/05

NakedSnake 

Jun 2005 
5105 Smartness 

The orange dots are the bombs, why ignore them?
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Best mod ever.
Just one thing: Metropolice aren't attacking!
 

  11/12/05

12% Iron 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5035 Smartness 

Heres a video, of blowing shit up.(sound get werid. only 14 sec!)
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 Thread Tools

  11/12/05

NakedSnake 

Jun 2005 
5105 Smartness 

http://media.putfile.com/SMODMovie

I made a movie but windows media player kinda ass raped the hell out of my pics.

Originally  Posted by 12% Iron:

Heres a v ideo, of blowing shit up.(sound get werid. only 14 sec!)

Can you give me a link to the map you made that on? 
 

  11/12/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Since everyone is posting their movies on this page: http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.avi

Originally  Posted by NakedSnake:

http://media.putfile.com/SMODMovie

I made a movie but windows media player k inda ass raped the hell out of my pics.

Can you give me a link to the map you made that on? 

Page 4 or 5 is a link I think. (OHMYGODRHYME)
Found it: http://************de/files/7411313/S...rPack.rar.html
 

  11/12/05
fprefect111 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by NakedSnake:

Try play ing on good 'ol ogm_construct. It's a blast! You need impulse 101.

Also, I've been using

give npc_zombie

, which requires me to noclip away. Does the npc_create command put them elsewhere?

At your crosshair.
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Reply

Reply
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Reply

bind MOUSE3 "npc_create npc_zombie"
It'll make you spawn a zombie at your crosshair when you click the middle button...
 

  11/12/05

NakedSnake 

Jun 2005 
5105 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by peabody624:

Since everyone is posting their movies on this page: http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=1131592747/MUUVEH.av i

Page 4 or 5 is a link I think. (OHMYGODRHYME)
Found it: http://************de/files/7411313/S...rPack.rar.html

hahah I found the pack and started downloading, then came back to this page and found you posted the link. That's funny 

anyways I wish I could see the blur effect but alas, my mx 4000 would shit all over itself if I even put in the console command :P

Originally  Posted by fprefect111:

At your crosshair.
bind MOUSE3 "npc_create npc_zombie"
It'll make you spawn a zombie at your crosshair when you click the middle button...

Thanks 
 

  11/12/05
SHR 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Anyone know how to get the boat back in Water Hazard, or is it totally obvious and I just didn't try hard enough?
 

  11/12/05

NakedSnake 

Jun 2005 
5105 Smartness 

impulse 82
 

  11/12/05

AlphaKennyOne 

Dec 2004 
5029 Smartness 

I also made a video showing off some of the things I did when I first played this mod. You can get it here:

http://files.filefront.com/SModzip/;.../fileinfo.html

The new weapons and stuff in this mod are really great. The shovel and the banana bombs are my favorite ones.
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Map: Laserdance (gm)
Console: sv_cheats 1; god; noclip; bind h "impulse 101"; bind q "npc_create npc_metropolice"; bind z "npc_create npc_zombie"; (optional)
npc_create_equipment weapon_pistol/smg

I spawned like 30 metropolice and smashed them all with my bullet time > jump kick > shovel combo! woo hoo!
 

  11/12/05

UbrNinj00 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

SOMEONE REHOST IT.. RapidShare hates me..
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  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

A hell of a lot of fun. It's built off of LUA.
Garry's Mod is built off of LUA.

Can we port weapons?
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

I dont think so its not really implemented at all in smod.
 

  11/12/05

Ghost 

Jan 2005 
5761 Smartness 

In the burleybrawl map, in the console it tries to spawn agent smith NPC.
Does this mean an agent smith NPC is available somewhere?
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Well, there's a great Agent Smith that someone applied Metrocop AI to... not sure where it is.
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

prolly a synergy npc.
 

  11/12/05
Rixorster 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

please, dont make them wmv videos  i got linux, so i cant even watch them  but mod sounds nice, but i want to see whats it like before
downloading :S
 

  11/12/05

lazyV 

Jul 2005 
6393 Smartness 

How can you only get 30kps im getting like 512, more than the gmod 9 download :S
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  11/12/05

leelad 

BIG ENGLISH PRICK CRYIN A RIVER SINCE MARCH 2007

Feb 2005 
5509 Smartness 

Not to sure if anyone is intrested but all that typing shit in the console seemed a little pointless, enabling cheats and shit. so I modified the cfg to
bind impulse 101 to "p" and noclip to "o" (because i kept evaporating Scripted NPCs and i couldnt continue with the game! I was going to put the
sv_infinate_aux_power 1 in but some proberly want the challenge of not having infinate bullettime.

just wack the file into 

C:\Program Files\Steam\SteamApps\SourceMods\smod\cfg (or where ever you have steam installed.)

Then all you need to type is "exec leelad" when you start the game.
 

  11/12/05
j4m3sb0nd 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Pretty fun, although the gore body parts are low quality.
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

It's because they're ported over from HL1.
 

  11/12/05

tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

thought so. 
i reginized(sp) them. still it's a fuc*ing great mod!!!
 

  11/12/05

mike 
Gold Member

Oct 2005 
6965 Smartness 

this is absolutely excellent fun, it would be great for someone to create a single player level from the matrix or adapt one of the ones already out
for sp, im quite tempted to do that
 

  11/12/05

Thomas 

Feb 2005 
5116 Smartness 

Too bad that theres no Tanto/Wakizashi/Katana 
 

  11/12/05
Sebastian 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 

on some maps the walls and trees are black and purple , i thought i saw somewhere what you can do about it but i can't find it anymore
something in console?
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  11/12/05

Thomas 

Feb 2005 
5116 Smartness 

Missing textures ?
 

  11/12/05
Sebastian 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Thomas:

Missing textures ?

hmm perhaps
 

  11/12/05

Diamond 

Apr 2005 
5145 Smartness 

You guys should try this on onslaught, total mayhem. But it's really awsome.
 

  11/12/05

Ben_912 

Jun 2005 
5306 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by SHR:

Anyone know how to get the boat back in Water Hazard, or is it totally  obv ious and I just didn't try  hard enough?

You're supposed to continue on foot for a short distance. Then you find a car that you use for a while and then you find another boat.
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by Ben_912:

You're supposed to continue on foot for a short distance. Then you find a car that you use for a while and then you find another boat.

What?

I guess they edited some stuff, then.

I'm in the Ravenholm mines right now, it's too friggin' fun. Favourite weapons? Mine's the Mauser rifle, then the scissors, then the shovel. With
the Gordon kicking. I have yet to see what the Gordon kick from a multiplayer perspective, it's probably retarded.
 

  11/12/05

Ben_912 

Jun 2005 
5306 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Hamburgler:

What?

I guess they edited some stuff, then.
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They edited something on virtually every map! Haven't you noticed?
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tlages 

May 2005 
5180 Smartness 

When I install it it doent show up on any of my steam games. Any help?
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  11/12/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

You have to restart steam.
 

  11/12/05

tlages 

May 2005 
5180 Smartness 

I did.
 

  11/12/05
yojimbo 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Edit: nevermind
 

  11/12/05
End 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Hitting Combine in the face with a shovel never felt so good.

I must say, this mod is full of fun.
 

  11/12/05

Water-Marine 

Jan 2005 
5186 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by End:

Hitting Combine in the face with a shovel never felt so good.

I must say, this mod is full of fun.

You think that's great, hit a fast zombie with a shovel to the head after he goes airborne. The minute his fragile-ass body touches that wall beside
you, it explodes. Awesome.
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Gezie 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Can someone host it somewhere apart from rapidshare please
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Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

Gordon's wand is perversely fun to bludgeon headcrabs with.
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DeMong44 

Apr 2005 
5247 Smartness 

Anyone else getting a glitch where when you load a save your slowmo doesn't work correctly. Instead of going slower you go faster... wierd
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tob 

Aug 2005 
5429 Smartness 

Tlages, i had to restart steam about 3 times before it was in the list. try restrting it again then again
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frasierdog 
WAS A RUBBISH MODERATOR - ALWAYS BANNING PEOPLE FOR PERSONAL SHIT AND FLAMING.

Apr 2005 
4836 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by DeMong44:

Anyone else getting a glitch where when you load a save your slowmo doesn't work correctly . Instead of going slower you go faster... wierd

I'm not quite getting that but I did have a weird experience.

The first time I played I got the "ammo display" error and my bullet time was about 10 seconds.

The second time I played I loaded my save and the error was fixed, but my bullettime was only like 5 seconds or less 
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Gold Member

Dec 2004 
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Originally  Posted by DeMong44:
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  Post #468

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Anyone else getting a glitch where when you load a save your slowmo doesn't work correctly . Instead of going slower you go faster... wierd

Turn on cheats.
 

  11/12/05
Loydozz 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Excuse me...? Gmod is the best Half-Life2 mod! 
 

  11/12/05

monkeypunc 

Jun 2005 
5031 Smartness 

Boom!
 

  11/12/05
OzOMighty 

Jul 2005 
5000 Smartness 

What the F***? That mod is awesome!

To bad my Steam doesnt work yet...
 

  11/12/05
SAuCe 

Sep 2005 
5000 Smartness 

try this, place about 3-4 sticky bombs on a npc that is walking, then go to flare gun, put a flare on the walking npc, then after a bit explode the
person in slow-mo ! fun
 

  11/12/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Go to burlybrawl and climb to the top of the stairs, kick a guy off the edge, and fly down shooting at him in slow-mo.
 

  11/12/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Loydozz:

Excuse me...? Gmod is the best Half-Life2 mod! 

Currently this beats gmod because I cant play gmod. Something garry did in update 9 doesnt allow me to play.
 

  11/12/05

Gezie 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Can someone give me a direct link to the dowload (Not Rapidshare)
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  11/12/05

Hezzy 
INTERNET CONSTABULARY

Jan 2005 
5898 Smartness 

Hello people from somethingawful.com

Thanks for directly linking to this thread. I'm sure we don't mind the forums slowing down to a crawl. We have enough bandwidth to go around!
 

  11/12/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by peabody624:

Go to burlybrawl and climb to the top of the stairs, k ick a guy off the edge, and fly  down shooting at him in slow-mo.

I don't like that map anymore, the constant stream of combine makes me lag to hell and if I use any explosives it crashes 
 

  11/12/05

Gezie 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Please can someone host it somewhere different
 

  11/12/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Gezie:

Please can someone host it somewhere different

Please can someone read the thread for the 3 other mirrors posted
 

  11/12/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Alias777:

Please can someone read the thread for the 3 other mirrors posted

I will!
Oh wait, I already downloaded it :P

What's your favorite map to play this on dudes? Mine is construct, it just feels right.
 

  11/12/05

Hamburgler 

May 2005 
5224 Smartness 
(post)

I haven't uploaded any custom maps, but I particularly like playing through Ravenholm with SMOD, owning zombies with an assortment of bizarre
weapons is great.
 

  11/12/05

CodeMaster 
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Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

i realy want to play on gm_construct but when i write map gm_construct in the console it loads abit then the game crashes and this message
comes: 
Uknown navigation file version.

what should i do?
 

  11/12/05

longtimer 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5496 Smartness 

How do you get the slowmo effects to look so nice? they dont nearly look like that on mine and i've tried that exec_high_spec command or
whatever it is. any help?
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by longtimer:

How do you get the slowmo effects to look so nice? they dont nearly  look like that on mine and i've tried that exec_high_spec command or whatever it is. any help?

Your graphics card probably doesn't support it.
 

  11/12/05

marushinu 

Feb 2005 
5229 Smartness 
(post)

DO NOT copy navigation files! Copy ONLY gm_construct map file into smod. I had this problem too.
 

  11/12/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Made a little mini-stand-alone game.
http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=11...03/LOD%201.zip

Story:

Some combines were attacked in the sector Construct, now you must find out what happened to them as you lead a combine squad into the
sector, but it is guarded by zombies.

READ THE README FIRST!!
When you join just type ai_disable in console
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund
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Reply

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

The download doesn't work. And I'm eager to see it!
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  11/12/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Monkey_123:

The download doesn't work. And I'm eager to see it!

I just fixed the link, it's not that big a game though, i'm making an episode 2 soon.
 

  11/12/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Heres a screenshot of my edited version of syn_burlybrawl.
Im still waiting on permission to release it.

Oh and dont worry about all those ragdolls, I will have tweaked configs for low end, medium, and extreme.
 

  11/12/05

longtimer 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5496 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Monkey_123:

Your graphics card probably doesn't support it.

It can run fear pretty good so im sure it does. anybody got the specs you need for it to look purdy?
 

  11/12/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

A card that supports shader 2.0
 

  11/12/05
flyd 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Man this mod could be a great stress reliever.
 

  11/12/05

Remi 

May 2005 
5088 Smartness 

Its fun to use the stuff gun to shoot huge stuff like cars and waggons, or ragdolls :P
 

  11/12/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

And cargo containers.
 

  11/12/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Already made episode 2
http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=11...53/LOD%202.zip

Story:

After the incedent at GM_Contstruct (When you landed the helicopter betrayed you) you were transported to an alternet dimesnion filled with
zombies, and traitor combines on Mesh type grounds. You and your team must navigate through the sewers and up into the T Combine's base
and elimenate them all.

It is very important that you read the README!
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Well I was going to release that building blocks map today but it seems the VMF is gone I can open it but there's nothing in it  So I'm making a
new map just for Smod its gonna have a alot of fun things to do to ragdolls and NPC's. I'll post screens in the next few days.
 

  11/12/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Can someone make an edited version of burly WITHOUT all the npc spawners? Or maybe make it one and slow it down?
 

  11/12/05
ranman 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5184 Smartness 

this mod is great! anyone else find the kick secret 
type this in cosnole:

bind "k" "attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick; attack_kick"

then hit "k" and you have a combine ball shooter thingy 
screen shot:
 

  11/12/05
AtomicP 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

yes... for some odd reason my bullets are white... i use highspec and it makes my bullet trails all nice... but the bullets are white and i have a
7800gt so its not cuz of crappy hardware... any ideas?
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  11/12/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

I got one realy god idea!! if you took the gordon kick and added it to the soccer gameplay mode in gmod9!! that would be awesome
 

  11/12/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Yeah I think we should start ripping this up to get the goods.
 

  11/12/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

we need some realy good scripters or whatever.
So come'on people please do something.
 

  11/12/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Well you're the "codemaster" you do it yourself.
 

  11/12/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

EDIT: ok like this?
fucking mingebag of a fucking noob?

and i am fucking sorry :p
 

  11/12/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

you don't know a shit?

What the hell?
 

  11/12/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by CodeMaster:

eh...lol nope i cant do it...i dont know a s***

Start typing properly. No more lol, cuz, or any of that. And stop censoring your words! You can curse here!
Shit, piss, fuck, cunt, cocksucker, motherfucker, tits!
And start capitalizing letters for fuck's sake. Same with punctuation too. 
Infact, your entire sentence structure is inane; work on it.

You've been here way too long for anyone to have to tell you this.
 

  11/12/05

King_Scar 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

When ever I try to play i gives me the error "game is unavailable please try again at another time" What shall I do
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

What we need is a deathmatch
 

  11/12/05

Azu 

Nov 2005 
8772 Smartness 
(post)

You can all thank me for this map. 

\\\--PICS--///

http://tinypic.com/fmi6c9.jpg

\\\--DOWNLOAD--///
http://www.ihud.com/file.php?file=11...drop_xdfcx.rar
http://************de/files/7547764/s...xdfcx.rar.html

Also, I forget how to get unlimited bullettime power, can somebody tell me that command please?
 

  11/12/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

^ Huh

sv_infinite_aux_power 1
 

  11/12/05

Azu 

Nov 2005 
8772 Smartness 
(post)

thanks!
 

  11/12/05
blood spa 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

i need help the game wont show up on the steam list
 

  11/12/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

are you realy sure about that? 
because many has said that,they didnt found it because it stands HALF LIFE 2 SMOD
 

  11/12/05
b4nny 

Feb 2005 
5000 Smartness 
(post)
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This game can get boring pretty quickly. It's very repetitive.
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by b4nny:

This game can get boring pretty quick ly . It's very repetitive.

How can it be repetitive?? There's a dozen ways to kill an enemy even with ONE weapon!!
 

  11/12/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

EDIT : Double post bug.
 

  11/12/05

MonkeyFun 

May 2005 
5787 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by b4nny:

This game can get boring pretty quick ly . It's very repetitive.

Well isn't that good for you Mr. One Post Wonder?
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  11/12/05

King_Scar 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

please help me out guys
 

  11/13/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

I'm working on an onslaught type map for smod that will have some of the new npcs. I dont have any pictures right now, but I'll get some when
I'm done compiling it.
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by CodeMaster:

are you realy sure about that? 
because many has said that,they didnt found it because it stands HALF LIFE 2 SMOD

Is English your first language? 
And read my previous post.
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

When you copy an npc on to your stuff gun and spawn them, they'll fight each other.
How cool is that!
 

  11/13/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

I'm work ing on an onslaught type map for smod that will have some of the new npcs. I dont have any pictures right now, but I'll get some when I'm done compiling it.

And we'll be able to toggle the onslaught right? I don't want an infinite stream of them as soon as I spawn.

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

When you copy an npc on to your stuff gun and spawn them, they 'll fight each other.
How cool is that!

If you absorb a body with it you can shoot bodies 
 

  11/13/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MingeEater:

And we'll be able to toggle the onslaught right? I don't want an infinite stream of them as soon as I spawn.

Yea, there's going to be a button to start the onslaught.
 

  11/13/05
MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

This made me crash some how :/

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

Yea, there's going to be a button to start the onslaught.

awesome thanks.
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

 
  11/13/05

MingeEater 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

The hell was the point of that?
 

  11/13/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

Is English your first language? 
And read my prev ious post.

no english is not my first language, and I am sorry for not being good at english.
 

  11/13/05
blood spa 
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Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

some help please
 

  11/13/05
ironclad 

May 2005 
5001 Smartness 

Can someone please make an english read me? 

And what are the possibilities of combining smod into gmod? (garry?)
 

  11/13/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by blood spa:

some help please

What a descriptive post. It certainly warrants an answer because we know exactly what you need help with.
 

  11/13/05
Gir99 

Banned

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

Wheres the weapon at?
 

  11/13/05
Kenneth S 

Sep 2005 
5013 Smartness 

This is freaking awsome the best hl2 mod yet!
 

  11/13/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

impulse 101 then switch to it
 

  11/13/05
_The Ace_ 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Pure awesomeness! 

 
  11/13/05
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  Post #531

  Post #532

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Cojiro 

Feb 2005 
5060 Smartness 

I don't know if this has been said, I don't feel like looking through 18 pages, but if you eat the enemies Skulls, Bones, Ect it gives you health. You
can eat them by pressing E on them.
 

  11/13/05

CodeMaster 

Jan 2005 
5094 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by IHASAPIE:

For those who not know how to start a multiplayer game:

Make a servermode.cfg (just make a .txt in notepad and rename it) containing:

net_start
sv_lan 0 (NOTE: MAKE THIS SV_LAN 1 IF ITS AN LAN/LOCAL GAME!!!!)
deathmatch 1
maxplayers 4

Then put it in C:\where you installed steam\Steam\SteamApps\USERNAME\half-life 2\hl2\cfg

Then start SMOD, in console (~) type exec servermode {press enter}
then map (MAPNAME) {press enter) and the game starts.

to see a maplist, type maps * in console

you can also add maps, put them in Steam\Steamapps\name\half life 2\hl2\maps

Note:
The other players need your IP: they must type connect yourip:27015 in console.

For as far as i know, there is NO way to change the default playermodel in game (you just see a black dude with the equipped weapon trough his pants). cl_playermodel, setmodel,
none worked. A lso, corpses will be seen as nearly-falling black guy.

this doesnt seems to work for me. Is there any other way to create a server?
thanks for any help.
 

  11/13/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Open your ports.
 

  11/13/05
Alias777 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by CodeMaster:

this doesnt seems to work for me. Is there any other way to create a server?
thanks for any help.

Set fire to your router.
 

  11/13/05

nathan492 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Wanna know a neat trick?

   
-Get out into the plaza after the trainstation
-Go into console and type "give item_suit"
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  Post #535

  Post #536

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

-Kick an npc, preferebly a citizen
-Go into bullet-time mode and crouch in front of them looking straight up, then kick them again
-After they are killed, quickly kick them again and turn off bullet-time to see them fly up and hit the edges of the map. this can be done at
different angles after death to make them either fly high or far. Have fun!
   
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Whats the console command for action (when you press E (use)) ?

This is what I'm trying to do:
While holding a object release then kick to kick it at enemy.
So I'm trying to bind b "*action*; attack_kick".
 

  11/13/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

Whats the console command for action (when you press E (use)) ?

This is what I'm try ing to do:
While holding a object release then k ick to k ick it at enemy.
So I'm try ing to bind b "*action*; attack_k ick".

Go into slow mo and drop it, then kick it, you don't need a command.
 

  11/13/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by IHASAPIE:

For those who not know how to start a multiplayer game:

Make a servermode.cfg (just make a .txt in notepad and rename it) containing:

net_start
sv_lan 0 (NOTE: MAKE THIS SV_LAN 1 IF ITS AN LAN/LOCAL GAME!!!!)
deathmatch 1
maxplayers 4

Then put it in C:\where you installed steam\Steam\SteamApps\USERNAME\half-life 2\hl2\cfg

Then start SMOD, in console (~) type exec servermode {press enter}
then map (MAPNAME) {press enter) and the game starts.

to see a maplist, type maps * in console

you can also add maps, put them in Steam\Steamapps\name\half life 2\hl2\maps

Note:
The other players need your IP: they must type connect yourip:27015 in console.

For as far as i know, there is NO way to change the default playermodel in game (you just see a black dude with the equipped weapon trough his pants). cl_playermodel, setmodel,
none worked.

Hmm... Someone make a server! 
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by peabody624:

Go into slow mo and drop it, then k ick it, you don't need a command.
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  Post #539

  Post #540

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

Reply

I just thought binded key would be neat.

Edit: SICK! I just discovered that you can press E to eat the pieces of enemy!
 

  11/13/05

hybrid3 

May 2005 
5775 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

I just thought binded key would be neat.

Edit: SICK! I just discovered that you can press E to eat the pieces of enemy!

You just found that out?
 

  11/13/05
srag 

Feb 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

Whats the console command for action (when you press E (use)) ?

This is what I'm try ing to do:
While holding a object release then k ick to k ick it at enemy.
So I'm try ing to bind b "*action*; attack_k ick".

Not sure on the command, you might want to put some ;wait;'s in there to compensate for the items decent.
 

  11/13/05
blood spa 

May 2005 
5000 Smartness 

i need help with running it it wont work source mods arent working for me
 

  11/13/05

CombineÂ²Â³ 

Sep 2005 
5225 Smartness 

Guys, How do I install this mod? I chose the rapidshare download and got the rar. Is there some type of EXE. ?
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  11/13/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

You extract the folder in the rar to your Sourcemods directory, then restart steam. You should see HALF-LIFE 2 SMOD in the list.
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

HEy i have a idea, lets take this appart and make it into a mini mod for Gmod, now that we have 9 it should be posable
 

  11/13/05

franz 

Apr 2005 
5276 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

HEy i have a idea, lets take this appart and make it into a mini mod for Gmod, now that we have 9 it should be posable

No, not really.
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by franz:

No, not really .

Hey
ok...
 

  11/13/05

Vendetta 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 
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That would be sweet though, having all these weapons in Gmod, because then we can have muiliplayer..
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Vendetta:

That would be sweet though, hav ing all these weapons in Gmod, because then we can have muiliplayer..

im trying it anyway lol
im about to turn it on and see if it works, and if it crashes, then....uhh,i dunno?
 

  11/13/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

im try ing it anyway lol
im about to turn it on and see if it works, and if it crashes, then....uhh,i dunno?

It won't work.
Wait, what are you trying to do?
 

  11/13/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Putting most of the weapons in gmod would be hard because alot of the guns arent ment to be seen in third person. Alot of the weapons dont
have third person animations so good luck remaking them or they will look like ass.
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

On the bright side it started up, down side it didnt work all the way.
so i need to try other things
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

On the bright side it started up, down side it didnt work all the way.
so i need to try other things

I don't think you can mod.

Anyway, I fucked with the bullettime.cfg and now the bullet effect doesn't have the rings!
Anyone know how to fix this?

 
  11/13/05

kingofthe 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Well, I just downloaded this mod. It looked great, but sadly, my friend told me to type exec bullettime to get it to work, but i dont have one. Can
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anyone upload their non-modified bullettime.cfg? Thanks
 

  11/13/05

EvilZombi 

Jul 2005 
5524 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Enzyme_:

I don't think you can mod.

Anyway, I fucked with the bullettime.cfg and now the bullet effect doesn't have the rings!
Anyone know how to fix this?

*NO RINGS BULLETTIME*

Hell, mine never had rings. Even with that exec command.
DAMN YOU ALL!
 

  11/13/05
Enzyme_ 

Aug 2005 
5000 Smartness 

I used to, and now I don't :S
 

  11/13/05
Mr. Fuzzypaw 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

To get it to work right on start up make a new 'autoexec.cfg' file in your 'x:\where ever\Steam\SteamApps\SourceMods\smod\cfg\' folder and
add these lines:

sv_cheats 1
exec performance_highspec
bind "MOUSE3" "attack_kick"
bind "x" "Impulse 110"
bind "o" "Impulse 101"

'Impulse 110' is bullet time and 'Impulse 101' is all weapons. The kick and bullet time can also be changed in the keyboard options but you
absolutely need the first two lines.

EDIT: 'sv_cheats 1' has to be first.
EDIT 2: Made a typo im my code, sorry.
 

  11/13/05
srag 

Feb 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Has anyone tryed houndeye hunting? Get a map like Gm_construct, then create some houndeyes and use the mauser or druganov. It's fun
because the houndeyes flank to you're left and right.
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by srag:

Has anyone tryed houndeye hunting? Get a map like Gm_construct, then create some houndeyes and use the mauser or druganov. It's fun because the houndeyes flank to you're
left and right.

ok i got it to play, but nothing worked... im getting a headach, editing so many diffrent notpads

 
  11/13/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
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5097 Smartness 

Here is a video of mine messing with the amount of pellets that the shot gun shoots, up to 1000!!!

I'll post another video later of a thing I can do that will be pretty funny 

Click here to watch "Pellets"
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

Well that was a big waist of time.
I cant do it, i just dont have the skill for something like this.
 

  11/13/05
MasterRex6 

Mar 2005 
5000 Smartness 
(post)

Hey TiE, whats the code?
 

  11/13/05
ryex 

Oct 2005 
5082 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

Well that was a big waist of time.
I cant do it, i just dont have the sk ill for something like this.

LOL WOW
i made it so it has a "find serever" command, im gonna try to have a create server that works too lol
But that will take a while, or if some one else with game editiors could help it would be better.
i only have notepad lol 

(User was banned for this post (Reason: 3 "lol"s in one post))
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

LOL WOW
i made it so it has a "find serever" command, im gonna try to have a create server that works too lol
But that will take a while, or if some one else with game editiors could help it would be better.
i only have notepad lol

LOL is not a goddamned punctuation mark, nor is it an acronym we particularly like here!
All of you, heed the warnings, take restraint.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by ryex:

LOL WOW
i made it so it has a "find serever" command, im gonna try to have a create server that works too lol
But that will take a while, or if some one else with game editiors could help it would be better.
i only have notepad lol 

(User was banned for this post (Reason: 3 "lol"s in one post))

he was banned for saying "lol" three times?
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thats kinda harsh, besides i read the rules and it has nothing against saying "that word" three times in a single post.
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Reshi:

he was banned for say ing "lol" three times?

thats k inda harsh, besides i read the rules and it has nothing against say ing "that word" three times in a single post.

You're not supposed to re-register. Just serve your time.

And it's expected that you not act like a 12 year old. All of those acronyms people use in AIM, or elsewhere; don't use them.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Machina:

You're not supposed to re-register. Serve your time.

And it's expected that you not act like a 12 year old.

just like in real life i laugh alot. and they should alow reading the bords even if you are baned.
this is my most visited place online.
 

  11/13/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Reshi:

just like in real life i laugh alot. and they should alow reading the bords even if you are baned.
this is my most v isited place online.

If you want to express laughter use "haha" instead of "LOL".
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MonkeyjoeBla:

If you want to express laughter use "haha" instead of "LOL".

sorry, bad typing habits. like other habits there hard to stop doing, i blame chatrooms and SWG.
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Reshi:

just like in real life i laugh alot. and they should alow reading the bords even if you are baned.
this is my most v isited place online.

A lot of learning you're doing..
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And most people use  or things like that, but not in excess (Like you just did below me.). And you can't tell me you laugh to
cap-off and begin every sentence you say in real life. That would be...odd.

Overall, start thinking about what you post before hitting the reply button; capitalization, proper grammar, punctuation, etc.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Actually I am very odd, and thatâ€™s why most people talk to me  because ill start a sentence by laughing (witch catches most
people attention) then ill tell them and I use "Ha ha ha... wow" a lot in life
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Reshi:

auctly i am very odd, and thats why most people talk  to me (Don't do that shit.) because il start a sentence by laughing (witch catches most people attention) then il tell them and
i use "Ha ha ha... wow" alot in life

You're really not getting it are you?
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Why do you care if I capitalize the first letter in my sentences?
Itâ€™s not like some one will bust into my house and hold a gun to my head if I donâ€™t put a capital I instead of a lowercase one.
But Iâ€™m being rude now.
I still donâ€™t see the big deal in using the acronym "lol" that can get me banned for two days.
(Went threw and capitalized the right words, and letters. Made sure that there is no sentence not punctuation, and even used spell check to
insure that I donâ€™t get yelled at by some one who spends there free time searching out for grammatical errors in peoples sentences.)
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 Thread Tools

  11/13/05

JoshuaC 

Feb 2005 
5196 Smartness 

Ok ok can we get back to the thread and stop ruining it?
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member

Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

I'm sorry, I usually try to help these new people from future bans and it always turns out like this.
We'll continue this in PMs so I don't keep fucking up the tread.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

I was trying to get them to work together but I havenâ€™t had much luck, I need a program editor to pile the items together because just using
notepad doesnâ€™t always work.
(And on a minor note I didnâ€™t break the rules that Garry had instated on the rule page, there is nothing on there about using LOL to many
times.)
 

  11/13/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

Heres some screenies from the smod onslaught map I'm working on. The first version should be done soon.
 

  11/13/05
Bokishi 
Gold Member

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

This mod deserves more popularity. It should be called the HL2 Postal mod.
 

  11/13/05

Machina 
Gold Member
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Mar 2005 
5520 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Bokishi:

This mod deserves more popularity . It should be called the HL2 Postal mod.

It's much more than postal, but a little publicity of it wouldn't hurt. Neither would a HL2: DM version.

Nice map Monkeyjoe, can't wait!
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Nice looking map
Oh and I have given up on the minimod thing, there are too many diffrent commands that I need to edit and im geting lost.
 

  11/13/05

Monkey_123 
I spent $1000 of my mom's money and all I got was this title:

im crying. we are gonna be poor. oh fuck oh fuck i need to email garry and demand a refund

Jun 2005 
5057 Smartness 
(post)

Originally  Posted by Bokishi:

This mod deserves more popularity . It should be called the HL2 Postal mod.

It would have to have peeing and pressing a key saying "Get the fuck down", also a suburb map and a tweak of the citizen AI. Otherwise, yeah
this is Postal mod.
 

  11/13/05
srag 

Feb 2005 
5000 Smartness 

We could rename it to postal mod; It's not like the japs will find out. 
 

  11/13/05
kingofthe 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Ok, the first time I downloaded the mod, I hade no bullettime.cfg. I tried again, no bullettime.cfg. I searched through every page in this thread,
and noone has a link to the bullettime.cfg. Can somone please upload their un-modified bullettime.cfg? Thank you
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by kingofthe:

Ok, the first time I downloaded the mod, I hade no bullettime.cfg. I tried again, no bullettime.cfg. I searched through every page in this thread, and noone has a link to the
bullettime.cfg. Can somone please upload their un-modified bullettime.cfg? Thank you

Simple little edit of name go to the folder and sellect the file named "gameinfo" and change the first line from "HALF-LIFE 2 SMOD"
to 
"Postal Mod"
 

  11/13/05

frasierdog 
WAS A RUBBISH MODERATOR - ALWAYS BANNING PEOPLE FOR PERSONAL SHIT AND FLAMING.
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Reply
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Reply
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Apr 2005 
4836 Smartness 

When are Dev's going to get cool in da hizzle and make me a melee dildo?
 

  11/13/05
kingofthe 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by Reshi:

Simple little edit of name go to the folder and sellect the file named "gameinfo" and change the first line from "HALF-LIFE 2 SMOD"
to 
"Postal Mod"

What on earth are you talking about? I know for a fact that what you suggested wont work.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by kingofthe:

What on earth are you talk ing about? I know for a fact that what you suggested wont work.

But theres where your wrong I tested it my self
I have made two copys of Smod on my pc and I edited the names so I know the diffrence betewn the two mods.
One is Smod edited, other is Postal Mod
 

  11/13/05
kingofthe 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Im not asking for it to be called Postal Mod, im asking for the bullettime.cfg
 

  11/13/05

MonkeyjoeBla 
Gold Member

Apr 2005 
6613 Smartness 

I think he quoted the wrong post.
 

  11/13/05
Mr. Fuzzypaw 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

I just found this mod tonight and was having some fun.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by kingofthe:

Im not ask ing for it to be called Postal Mod, im ask ing for the bullettime.cfg
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Oh sorry, I feel stupid now
 

  11/13/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by MasterRex6:

Hey TiE, whats the code?

Its at the start of the video.
 

  11/13/05
kingofthe 

Jun 2005 
5000 Smartness 

I just downloaded the mod from the japanese site, and still no bullettime.cfg. I have no clue whats wrong.
 

  11/13/05

chunkymonkey 

Jan 2005 
5032 Smartness 

I want to make a video of something cool I discovered in SMod but when I try to make a movie using the source engines interal video maker it
makes all the frames .tga's and the sound a seperate .avi sound file. Does anybody know how to fix this?
 

  11/13/05

TiE23 
Gold Member

Feb 2005 
5097 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by kingofthe:

I just downloaded the mod from the japanese site, and still no bullettime.cfg. I have no clue whats wrong.

Hmmm...

I don't think you really need to edit anything, do you? It should just work.
 

  11/13/05
Reshi 

Nov 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Is there a way to have inf AUX power?
 

  11/13/05
Mr. Fuzzypaw 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 
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Originally  Posted by kingofthe:

I just downloaded the mod from the japanese site, and still no bullettime.cfg. I have no clue whats wrong.

Mine works perfectly and I do not have a bullettime.cfg file. Those settings are in the 'config.cfg' file, but for it to work correctly you have to have
cheats on..

sv_cheats 1

and

exec performance_highspec

put in to the console. You also have to give kick and bullettime keys, done in the Options -- Keyboad menu.

Read up a bit and you'll find my autoexec.cfg file that does it by just running the mod.
 

  11/13/05
NickJames 

Oct 2005 
5000 Smartness 

You can get my bullettime.cfg from the startpack download a few pages back.
 

  11/13/05
ZIgnorantProdigy 

Jan 2005 
5000 Smartness 

for anyone still having doubt about this mod...just look at the screen

 
  11/13/05

peabody624 
Gold Member

Dec 2004 
8075 Smartness 

Nice picture.
 

  11/13/05

Septic 

Apr 2005 
5000 Smartness 

Thats retarded, It doesnt do that on my computer no matter if exec_perfomance blah blah blah,
But bullettime works fine 
 

  11/13/05

12% Iron 
Gold Member

May 2005 
5035 Smartness 

Some one should post this mod on, half-life 2 files.(dont look at me)
Or we could keep it to our self's.(heheh)
 

  11/13/05

speedy3020 
Gold Member
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Reply

Apr 2005 
5337 Smartness 

Originally  Posted by 12% Iron:

Some one should post this mod on, half-life 2 files.(dont look at me)
Or we could keep it to our self's.(heheh)

I've already put a link in the "postal 2 source" mod announcment.
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